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FESTIVAL TEAM
Festival Director: Kathy Kay
Program Manager: Bryan Skinner
Operations Manager: Nataliia Kuksa
Development & Volunteer Coordinator: Daniel Jordan
Community Engagement: Ravi Reetoo
Graphic Designer: Finn Canadensis
Industry Manager: Guillermo Rossi
Vic Theatre Cult Leader: Mark Hoyne
Tech & Streaming Wizard: Severen Crawley
Marketing Coordinator: Chadd Cawson

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President: Dan McDonagh
Vice President: Pat Ferns
Treasurer: Joel Cave
Directors at Large:
Rain Li
Sheena Macdonald
David Simmonds

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
RICHIE MEHTA is a Canadian film director. His first
feature film, Amal, was released in 2008, and was
nominated for Best Motion Picture and Best Director
at teh 29th Genie Awards. He is also known for
Siddharth and i’ll Follow You Down (both 2013). His
current project is India in a Day (2016). His work
centres on culturally diverse story-driven films that
come form a very personal place.

LARRY WEINSTEIN is one of Canada’s most prolific
and accomplished documentary filmmakers. His films
have been broadcast in more than 40 countries, and
honoured with retrospectives around the world. The
majority of his 30 award-winning films centre on
music and the creative process. His films consistently
push the boundaries of conventional documentary
storytelling by employing tools form fiction films,
dramatic reconstruction, historical cinematic stylings
and impressionistic visuals. In 2007, Larry received
the Cannes MipDoc International Trailblazer Award
with the citation, “ Weinstein is a deserving awardee
for his creativity, originality and risk-taking and for
pushing the genre of documentary forward.”

SECTION PROGRAMMERS
JACOB CREPEAULT is a film programmer
who has been working in the festival world for
the past few years, championing diverse,
provocative cinema in Toronto, Ontario. Jacob’s
work has spanned from managing the Toronto
International Film Festival submission process to being
the Programming Coordinator at Toronto’s Inside Out
2SLGBTQ+ Film Festival. Jacob’s programming
specialties focus on LGBTQ storytelling, experimental
media, and anything with a flair for the outrageous or
dramatic.

JOANNA DUNCOMBE is based between the UK
and France; Jo manages new talent and film
programmes in the MENA region at British Council.
She is passionate about championing
underrepresented voices in world cinema. Jo was creative
producer at Birds' Eye View, championing women’s
cinema, and launched their Reclaim the Frame
programme. She has previously worked in curatorial roles
with the Independent Cinema Office and London Short
Film Festival. Jo is the UK programmer for Victoria Film
Festival in Canada and curates films for CASA Festival of
Latin American Arts. She has worked as an impact
strategist on documentaries including A Syrian Love Story.

BRACKEN HANUSE CORLETT is an
interdisciplinary artist hailing from the Wuikinuxv
and Klahoose Nations. He began working in theatre
and performance in 2000 and eventually transitioned
towards his current practice that fuses sculpture, painting
and drawing with digital-media, audio-visual performance,
animation and narrative. He is a graduate of the En’owkin
Centre of Indigenous Art and went to Emily Carr University
of Art and Design for Visual Arts. He is the Co-founder of
the Vancouver Indigenous Media Arts Festival and recently
sat on the VIFF Canadian Features Jury. He has studied
Northwest Coast art, carving and design from acclaimed
Heiltsuk artists Bradley Hunt and his sons Shawn Hunt and
Dean Hunt. He was a recipient of the 2014 BC Creative
Achievement Award for Aboriginal Art and has recently
received public art commissions from Cities of Vancouver,
Nanaimo and Victoria. He was the 2020-21 Artist in
Residence at Raycam Cooperative Centre as part of the
Artists in Communities Program.

WILLIAM F. REED is an Independent
Filmmaker living in Austin, Texas. He
began his career in Los Angeles
working on projects like, Star Trek
(2009), Tenacious D in the pick of
Destiny (2006) and Made of Honor (2008).
In 2010 he formed Rude Boy Pictures, a
boutique film production company who just
wrapped its first feature film, The Good Hearts
Club. William is one of the handful of cinephiles
who established the Hill Country Film Festival
(HCFF) where he still serves as Technical
Director and Film Programmer. He also works
with the Lone Star Film Society as a Lead
Programmer for their annual Lone Star Film
Festival (LSFF) as well as Lead Instructor for
the summer film camps that LSFF and HCFF
present each year.

DAN RUSSEK is Associate Professor in
the Department of Hispanic and Italian
Studies at the University of Victoria. His
fields of research are Latin American
literature, film, visual arts, and aesthetics. He is the
President of the Hispanic Film Society of Victoria
and he coordinates each September the Annual
Latin American and Spanish Film Week at
Cinecenta, now in its 12th year.

LINCOLN Z. SHLENSKY, Ph.D., is an
Associate Professor in the Department of
English at the University of Victoria. He
researches, teaches and supervises graduate
students in the areas of postcolonial literature,
Jewish and diasporic studies, and film studies.

KIMBER SIDER is a documentary
filmmaker and the Artistic Director/Lead
Programmer for the Guelph Film Festival,
one of the oldest documentary film festivals
in the world. She holds a PhD in theatre and
performance from the University of Guelph and is
a lecturer in Communication Arts at the University
of Waterloo.

PRE-SELECTION COMMITTEE
Tony Ruffolo, Maria Nunn, Joyce Kline & VFF team

FE STIVAL TE AM

AMMAR KESHODIA is a filmmaker and
curator based in Toronto, Canada. He
has worked on the programming teams
for festivals such as TIFF, SXSW, and
Overlook. Ammar has written for
publications like Bright Wall/Dark Room, NANG
Magazine, and Peephole Journal. He is also the
co-host of the Three Course Cinema Club, a
podcast dedicated to constructing unorthodox
triple bills of famous films and hidden gems.
Ammar graduated from the University of
Toronto with a degree in Political Science &
Cinema Studies and his work has been
supported by the Canada Council for the Arts.

ALEX ROGALSKI is the senior Canadian
programmer for Hot Docs. Past
programming work includes the Toronto
International Film Festival, Calgary
International Film Festival, Gimme Some Truth,
and the Human Rights Watch Film Festival. He is
the former Executive Director of PAVED Arts and
New Media, and currently a Program Consult with
SK Arts in Saskatoon.
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FEST I VA L T E A M

JANE JULIAN’s love of movies began
as a small child at the drive-in where the
family saw Ben Hur (and later,
Goldfinger, which made a big impression!)
Jane has been the programming director for
the Port Townsend Film Festival for the past 8
years after getting her start as a founder of the
the Durango Film Fest (Colorado) in 2000.
Jane has been recruited as a
“programmer-at-large”for festivals focused on
documentary films across North America and
says she “absolutely loves it!”

VFF DONORS!
The Victoria Film Festival is celebrating its 28th year as a not-for-profit charitable arts
organization! That’s 28 years of helping independent filmmakers find a venue for their
diverse voices, and 28 years of bringing the world to Victoria’s doorstep.
These donors have directly contributed to bringing great independent film to Victoria.
We owe a special thanks to this year's donors for assisting us in reopening our
in-person events, allowing film to become a shared experience once again.

GOLD
June Wing
Shanghai Rain Holdings
Lohn Foundation
SILVER
Anne Macnab
Bruce Gauld
Lesley Wicks
BENEFACTOR
Sheridan Scott
Brenda Firestone
Marie-Pierre Lavoie
Cathy Wood
Kathy Kay
Gary Brandstadt
Helen McDonald
Joel Cave
W Paterson Ferns
Audra Poole
Ron Cox
Cathy Auld
Fiona Hunter

AMBASSADOR
Frances Grunberg
Carol Dohan
Lynne Thomson
Suzanne Christensen
Merrie-Ellen Wilcox
Jagasilk
David Conway
Brenda Canitz
Deanna Frank
Murray Hyman
Anne Landry
Susan Snell
Kadriye Graham
Frencesca Loro
Terry Vatrt
Peter Martin
Laurie Tighe
Janine Gliener
Sharon Warren
Edward Wojczynski
Ruby Della Siega
Sara Hradecky
Charles Isherwood

CONTRIBUTOR
Wendy Moreton
Claire Carlin
Paula Gaube
Gary Roberts
John Hilditch
Max Fellows
Glenda Murcoch
Gayla Baranieski
Lincoln Shlensky

CONTRIBUTOR
Isabela H. Chamon Sasaki
& Giovanni Marsili
Bill Huot
Shirley Richardson
Livia Meret
Stuart Walker
Randall Gerlach
Shirley St Denis
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SUPPORTED
BY:
VF F S U PPO RT E RS

PLATINUM
Lyndsay Green
Sheena Macdonald
& Phil Schmitt

V FF D ONORS

THANK YOU

W E LCOM E FROM KATHY KAY

WELCOME
For my 25th Festival, after all we’ve gone through, it seems odd to start off
this Welcome Note with an apology. Last year we were able to provide such
a fantastic price for the online pass. This year, as we planned the Festival, we
knew that wouldn’t be possible. Reality set in last year after we found out
that streaming was more costly than live venues and shipping combined, and
this year the distributors wanted pre-pandemic pricing for films. We have no
choice but to offer the films – both in-person and online - at the same ticket
price. I know it’s great fun to see tons of movies for very little but survival
rules I’m afraid, and I hope that last year’s very special deal helped make the
pandemic a little easier to bear.
On another note, we do have a wonderful line-up of films and for some
special activities, we’ve reached into our community as we never have before.
From my very first year I have wanted to create a bond between the other
arts and the medium of film. In 2022 we have put together three such
links. The Festival will have a dynamic display of art from 10 local
artists who climbed on board to re-interpret iconic film posters
(think Rosemary’s Baby, Fargo, and Donnie Darko). We have 8
regional fashion designers creating one-of-a-kind gala outfits
for our attending filmmakers. Finally, local tech company
Hololabs along with filmmaker Brett Gaylor is bringing us
an Augmented Reality story where you can get on board
for a little resistance against the looming Metaverse.
I can’t sign off without a big shout out to Gerald
Hartwig, our donors and all our partners. Thank you for
being the great community supporters that you are.

See you at the VFF

Kathy Kay
Festival Director

GOVERNMENT

S PO NS ORS

DIRECTOR
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As Premier of the Province of British
Columbia, it is my pleasure to
welcome everyone to the 28th Victoria
Film Festival (VFF).
Since 1995, VFF has showcased a remarkable selection of
works and enriched the cultural landscape of BC. This year’s
hybrid festival will allow more people to experience the
wealth of artistic expression that makes our province such
an incredible place to call home. Cinema is a powerful art
form, inviting us to a deeper appreciation of one another,
and this year’s diverse range of films will no doubt serve as
a springboard for many important conversations.
I would like to thank everyone who has worked tirelessly to
bring this exciting festival to fruition. Congratulations to the
filmmakers and all those involved in the productions for
their inclusion in this prestigious event.

A MESSAGE FROM
MINISTER OF
CANADIAN HERITAGE
PABLO RODRIGUEZ
As we continue to emerge
from the pandemic, our
government is proud to support
arts and culture across Canada
because we know they are powerful
tools for bringing together diverse communities and
helping our talented artists shine. With a return to
in-person events this year, the Victoria Film Festival
will once again attract some of the best new and
established filmmakers to share their unique artistic
visions with film fans from across the region.

As Minister of Canadian Heritage, I would like to
thank everyone who overcame the challenges in
order to bring this year’s Victoria Film Festival to
life.

Enjoy the shows!
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En tant que premier ministre de la province de la
Colombie-Britannique, j’ai le plaisir d’accueillir chacun et chacune
de vous au 28e Festival du film de Victoria (VFF).
Depuis 1995, le festival a présenté une sélection incroyable
d’œuvres et a enrichi le paysage culturel de la
Colombie-Britannique. Le festival hybride de cette année
permettra à plus de gens de découvrir la richesse de
l’expression artistique qui fait de notre province un endroit
si merveilleux où vivre. Le cinéma est un art puissant, et il
nous invite à une appréciation plus profonde des uns et des
autres; la gamme diversifiée de films de cette année servira
sans aucun doute de tremplin à de nombreuses et
marquantes conversations.
J’aimerais remercier toutes les personnes qui ont travaillé sans
relâche pour mener à bien ce festival passionnant. J’adresse mes
félicitations aux cinéastes et à toutes les personnes
impliquées dans ces productions pour leur présence à cet
événement prestigieux.

UN MESSAGE DU
MINISTRE DU PATRIMOINE CANADIEN
PABLO RODRIGUEZ
Alors que nous continuons à émerger de la pandémie, notre
gouvernement est fier de soutenir les arts et la culture partout
au Canada, car nous savons qu’ils sont très efficaces pour
rassembler des communautés diverses et aider les talents
d’ici à briller. Le Victoria Film Festival, qui reprend ses
activités en personne cette année, attirera une fois de plus
certains des meilleurs cinéastes, de renom et de la relève, qui
partageront leur vision artistique unique avec les cinéphiles
de toute la région.
À titre de ministre du Patrimoine canadien, je remercie toutes
les personnes qui ont su relever les défis pour donner vie au
Victoria Film Festival de 2022.

W E LCO M E

UN MESSAGE DU
PREMIER MINISTRE
JOHN HORGAN

Bons films!

W E LCOME

A MESSAGE FROM
PREMIER
JOHN HORGAN

This past year more than ever, Canada has shown
the many innovative and resourceful ways in which we
make our audiovisual sector thrive. We have given the
world many reasons to take notice of Canada and why
we continue to be a Partner of Choice!
Our mission to foster and elevate authentic storytelling
from Canadians of all backgrounds, especially those of
underrepresented communities, is more pressing than
ever before. At Telefilm, our priority to create a more
representative screen-based industry continues as our
efforts across all our initiatives, including our funding
programs, increase.
Stronger together, I want to thank and congratulate
the Victoria Film Festival for continuing its work of
uplifting a diversity of voices through films and
celebrating the brilliance of Canadian content at home
and around the world.
As always, continue to watch Canadian films wherever
they are available and tell others to do the same!
Christa Dickenson
CEO and Executive Director, Telefilm Canada

On behalf of the City of
Victoria, it is my great
pleasure to welcome you back
to the 28th Victoria Film
Festival and its impressive line
up of events!

W E LCOME

A celebration of artistry in film, festivals
provide an important venue to showcase
Canadian creativity across the country
and beyond. That is why we are proud to
support the Victoria Film Festival!

A MESSAGE FROM
MAYOR LISA HELPS

The Victoria Film Festival is
nationally and regionally recognized for its
impact on filmmaking. The festival has made its
mark in the community by shining a spotlight on
local creators, emerging artists and providing a
platform for often underrepresented voices.
This year’s events are as creative as the
filmmakers themselves – featuring augmented
reality, boats as floating theatres and
reimagined classic film posters. These,
combined with the already impressive line up of
screenings and Q and A sessions, will make for a
fantastic event.
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Film allows us to spend time thinking about
things from someone else’s perspective.
Congratulations to the VFF Team for putting
on a wonderful event that allows our
community to do just that.
Thanks to Festival organizers and volunteers,
enjoy the show!
Sincerely,
Lisa Helps - Victoria Mayor

W E LCO M E

A MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
TELEFILM CANADA

CANADIAN FILMS
MAUDIE
ROOM MY WINNIPEG

INCENDIES
MEDITATION PARK

BIG HITS
BIG TALENTS
teleﬁlm.ca/en/seeitall

C.R.A.Z.Y.

ANTHROPOCENE: THE HUMAN EPOCH
THE BARBARIAN INVASIONS
THE GRAND SEDUCTION

SNOWTIME!

OPENING
GALA
No party.
No fun? Absolutely not!
With no-mingling rules ruling our days we
wanted to take the evening to another level.
Starting with a complimentary cocktail from
the award-winning Sheringham Distillery!

Dinner

So. We then thought.
Why not have Local Fashion Designers
make filmmakers a one-of-a-kind outfit for
the Opening Gala – a little glam is always a
good thing! And local is indeed better.

Participating Fashion Designers:
• Cameron Lizotte, Atelier Coin Inc.
• Eun Choi, Runway Fashion
• Yolonda Skelton, Sugiit Lukxs Designs
• Aunalee Boy & Sophia Sewar, Ay Lelum
• Connie Howes, Poeme Clothing
• Nomi Levi, Nomi Designs
• D. Ellis, Dellis Made

Then we turned to our favourite
restaurants who will be hosting 3-course
dinners for 10 with wine from Church and
State. There will be a few tickets available
for the movie and dinner but only a very
few as the filmmakers, designers and
guests will be filling the tables with
excellent repartee. So, get your game face
on, it might be a bumpy ride.

FEB Dinner Parties

04

22

3-course dinners for 6
8:45 PM

Participating restaurants:

Restaurants are supplying a set menu and no changes will be made
A vegetarian option will be available
The Festival will assign the restaurant to the ticket holder

GALA FILM

WILD MEN
Martin (Rasmus Bjerg) lives alone in the Norwegian

Martin’s getaway becomes more complicated when

mountains, like a Viking. Well, he's trying. It’s been a

he encounters Musa, a drug runner who descends

whole ten days since he abandoned civilization. On

into the woods trying to flee from an accident. At

the steps of a mid-life crisis, the absurdity of a man

first, he’s simply someone for Martin to talk to,

emasculated by the modern world presents itself in a

though it feels an awful lot like he’s trying to

darkly comic form. Director Daneskov casts his gaze

convince himself more than Musa that leaving

on the growing need for isolation in this technological

civilization behind was the right decision. Soon

age and creates intriguing, human
connections as only the
Danes can do.

though, the cops show up and the duo becomes
entangled in a chase, running from the local chief of
police, Musa’s spurned associates and Martin’s
confused wife. Wild Men’s conceit may seem farcical
at first, but it’s a thoughtful comedy about the
modern anxieties of masculinity, in a story where
every man tries to make the best of their life.
- Ammar Keshodia

February 4 6:45 PM
THE VIC THEATRE
Adventurous + Obsessive + Amusing
Director: Thomas Daneskov
Denmark | 2021 | 104 min
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BUZZ+
Much-in-demand films we know
will be sparking discussion well
after theatre lights come up.

BUZZ+

AFTER LOVE
A powerful debut from British Pakistani filmmaker
Aleem Khan, After Love follows the story of Mary
Hussain, a sixty-two-year-old English Muslim

death, she discovers that Ahmed has a secret

convert who finds herself bereft and adrift when

family living just twenty-one miles across the

her husband, Ahmed (Nasser Memarzia), dies

English Channel in Calais. She sets out on a

unexpectedly of a heart attack. Mary, played by

journey to find them, and what unravels is a

the peerless Joanna Scanlan (The Thick of It, Pin

profound journey into the lives of people caught

Cushion), lives in the coastal town

between identities and cultures.

of Dover in the south of
England. In the days
after her
husband’s

This is complex and subtle filmmaking, exploring
themes of betrayal, religious identity, sexuality,
personal morality and importantly, the effects of
parents’ life choices on their children. Scalan’s
performance is one of striking subtlety and
sensitivity. — Joanna Duncombe

FEB 9 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Complex + Subtle + Intimate

Director: Aleem Khan
United Kingdom | 2020 | 90 min
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BUZZ+

ALL MY PUNY SORROWS
Adapted from award-winning author Miriam

Her younger sister Yolandi (Allison Pill) is a

Toews’ international best-selling novel, Michael

tormented writer, recently divorced and haunted

McGowan (One Week) directs an extraordinary

by her own demons but is determined to save

cast in this family drama focused on two

her sister despite their fundamental differences.

unforgettable sisters. Elfreida (Sarah Gadon) is a

As they both avoid and confront the past trauma

beautiful, gifted and celebrated concert pianist

of their father’s suicide and vestiges of their

whose battles with depression result in an

Mennonite upbringing, their unfiltered

attempt to end her life.

conversations and biting retorts capture the
uncomfortable truths we commonly pretend
don’t exist.
The raw and honest portrayal of sisterhood
provides the backbone to this heart-wrenching
story that doesn’t aim for easy answers, allowing
for nuanced performances that stay true to their
source material, bringing one of Canada’s most
exceptional writer's works to the big screen.
— Alex Rogalski

FEB 13 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Wry + Adaptation + Heart-wrenching

Director: Michael McGowan
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 103 min
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BUZZ+

COMPARTMENT #6
Great train films like Hitchcock’s Strangers on a

Until her girlfriend dumps her and she ends up

Train, Tony Scott’s Unstoppable, Wes Anderson’s

quartered with a boozy Russian miner, Laura, a

The Darjeeling Limited, and Bong Joon Ho’s

Finnish archaeologist, is excited to be taking a

SnowPiercer seem to be a rarity these days. Now,

train journey from Moscow to see petroglyphs in

put those out of your mind because Compartment

the far north. It can be difficult to make a film

#6 is an entirely different journey and you will be

that’s set on a train - the close quarters can feel

disappointed if you were hoping for people leaping

constrained but, in this case, it provides a perfect

from trains or mysterious
disappearances solved.

setting for a serio-comic look at a secretive
romance between Laura and Ljoha played by
Seidi Haarla and Yuriy Borisov who perfectly
embody the inherent normality of their characters.
20
You may know of the director, Juho Kuosmanen’,
from his acclaimed The Happiest Day in the Life of
Olli Maki. Here for his second outing, he has a
steady hand on the helm as he explores the
nuances of an odd pairing that should not work
but does. — Kathy Kay

FEB 8 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Gentle + Quiet + Intimate

Director: Juho Kuosmannen
Finland, Germany | 2021 | 107 min
Grand Prix (Cannes 2021)

BUZZ+

DRINKWATER
In a small BC town, awkward teenager Mike
Drinkwater is doing his best to survive high school
while having to deal with the popular jock Luke

The one positive thing in his life is Wallace, the

Ryan bullying him. He’s also ignored by his dad

American girl who just moved in next door. As she

Hank (Eric McCormack of Will and Grace), who’s

helps him train for a cross country race, he helps

preoccupied with an elaborate scam targeting the

her adjust to the eccentricities of Canadian

government and insurance companies. Mike's

culture.

issues are further compounded by
Hank's long-standing beef
with Luke’s father
Wesley.

Winner of the Audience Choice award for Best
Canadian feature at the Calgary International Film
Festival, this comedic coming-of-age story
unabashedly gives off some 1980s John Hughes
vibes, but it is the unapologetic Canadianna
featured throughout this laugh-out-loud film that
sets it apart. — Alex Rogalski

FEB 5 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Comedy + Teenagers + Offbeat

Director: Stephen Campanelli
Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 112 min
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BUZZ+

(LES OISEAUX IVRES)

DRUNKEN BIRDS
Canada’s submission to the 2022 Academy Awards

with the hope of reuniting. Willy, believing Marlena

for Best International Film, this acclaimed film

to be hiding in Montreal, escapes to Quebec

succeeds in its dramatic ambitions and has both

where he is hired at the Bécotte Farm as a

critics and audiences applauding.

seasonal worker. Finding community in his
friendship with other Mexican labourers, Wiley is

The film centers on Willy, a low-level Mexican drug

also drawn into a relationship with Julie. Julie is

runner who has become the lover of Marlena,

the wife of the Bécotte farm owner Richard.

young wife of a wealthy and
powerful cartel boss he
works for. The lovers
flee Mexico
separately

Complicating the already complex web of
relationships - are the actions of Bécotte’s
estranged teenage daughter Léa, who finds
herself in a compromising and exploitative
situation after running away in search of greater
freedom. Attempting to help Léa, Willy is accused
of a crime he did not commit in this story of love,
class, and redemption. — Bryan Skinner

FEB 5 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Exploitation + Romance + Accusation

Director: Ivan Grbovic
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 104 min
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BUZZ+
DOCUMENTARY

I’M WANITA
Wanita’s outrageous life is straight out of the lyrics
of the country music that she sings. Hard partying,
drugs, motherhood, sex work, and a huge heart
that opens her up to helping anyone who crosses
her path in need, means that Wanita is often
struggling to focus and bring her dreams into
reality.
I'm Wanita is the story of a
renegade country music
singer from
Tamworth,
Australia,

hell-bent on realising her childhood ambitions of
stardom. Self-crowned as “Australia's Queen of
Honky Tonk," Wanita is still waiting for the
recognition she knows she deserves, as she
embarks on a quest to record an album in the
country music epicenter of Nashville. Having
bulldozed every opportunity she has received,
estranged from her daughter, and barely tolerated
by her Turkish husband whom she has molded
into her cowboy dream, Wanita doesn’t have
many options left for success.
23
Without question, Wanita’s talent shines bright as
she lays down blazing vocals full of the gritty life
she has lived. With the help of two musicians, she
has one last chance to achieve the fame that she
has longed for. But will she spin out of control and
burn it all down? Or can she hold it all together to
keep her date with destiny? — Kimber Sider

FEB 7 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Quirky + POV + Music

Director: Matthew Walker
Australia | 2020 | 86 min

BUZZ+

JUNIPER
On returning home from boarding school, a

ex-war photographer who can drink him and his

self-destructive teenager, Sam, discovers that his

friends under the table. Both Sam and Ruth are

gin-soaked, wheelchair-bound English

contemplating the end of their lives, one through

grandmother, Ruth, played by Oscar nominee

suicidal plans and the other through age, while

Charlotte Rampling (45 Years, Hanna), has moved

questioning the point of their own existences. A

in. Their first meeting is awkward. Their second,

stubborn fight for will and recognition ensues.

violent, as Sam is depended upon to care for her.

What follows is an unexpected and poignant story

But the person he meets is far from
what he expected, she’s

of friendship and care that transcends the
boundaries of generations.

funny, rude, fearless,
sharp-tongued,
flirtatious,

Juniper is a poignant intergenerational drama
about two misunderstood and forgotten
individuals that come to see in each other what the
rest of the world cannot—a shared spirit and
fight—enabling Sam to embrace life again, and
Ruth to face her mortality on her own terms.
— Kimber Sider

FEB 13 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Offbeat + Family + Drama

Director: Matthew J. Saville
Canada | 2021 | 104 min
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BUZZ+

MI IUBITA MON AMOUR
After her leading role in Portrait of a Lady on Fire,
Noémie Merlant steps into the director’s chair for
her debut feature about an unforgettable summer
romance between two people who are worlds
apart.
Acting in the lead role herself, Merlant plays a
woman named Jeanne who takes a road trip to
Romania with her girlfriends, a mere
month before she’s set to be
married. When their
car is stolen, they
end up staying
with a

Romani family where she meets Nino, a young
man who becomes infatuated with her, played by
Gimi Covaci in his first role in a feature film.
As the girls try to make the best of these
unforeseen circumstances, they get to know
Nino’s family - played by Covaci’s real parents who share raw stories of their struggles,
tormented by a debt collector. All the while, Nino
follows Jeanne around with puppyish affection,
showing us the minor conversations that forge a
summer crush.
Mi Iubita Mon Amour captures the vibrance of
youth with a chemistry and naturalism rare to see
in any cast of characters. It understands that
proximity can be intoxicating, but also that these
moments are bound to become memories, as
Jeanne and Nino realize there’s very little they can
do for each other. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 8 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Sensual + Youthful + Bittersweet

Director: Noémie Merlant
France | 2021 | 95 min
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BUZZ+

MOTHERING SUNDAY
Adapted from a 2016 novella by Graham Swift,

Young - and later, by a brief but outstanding

Mothering Sunday is a collaboration between

appearance from Glenda Jackson. Jane works for

Normal People and Lady Macbeth screenwriter

the Nivens, a local ‘grand’ family (Olivia Coleman

Alice Birch and French director Eva Husson (Girls

and Colin Firth) who lost both of their sons in the

of the Sun, Bang Gang). Set in 1920’s Britain, the

First World War. Owing to an old tradition of

film’s narrative flits between non-linear time frames

allowing servants and maids the day off on

in the life of Jane Fairchild. A housemaid and a

Mothering Sunday - Jane is able to visit her secret

naturally gifted writer, Jane is
played with measured
finesse by Australian
newcomer
Odessa

lover, Paul, played by the brilliant Josh O’Connor
(The Crown, God’s Own Country). What follows is
a sensual, fragmented and beautifully woven story
about the force of creativity, and the path it runs
through an artist’s life and relationships.
With a searing score and a detailed, almost
tangible aesthetic, this exquisite period-drama is
imbued with an unusual cinematic energy that
makes it a must see on the big screen.
— Joanna Duncombe
Sample treats from Q at the Empress at
the in-person screening

FEB 10 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Bookish + Sensual + Lingering

Director: Eva Husson
United Kingdom | 2021 | 110 min

26

BUZZ+

OFFICIAL COMPETITION
This meta film biz comedy from Argentina duo
Mariano Cohn and Gastón Duprat serves big laughs
while providing sharp insight into many of the

pretentious filmmaker Lola Cuevas (Penélope

considerations behind the art and business of

Cruz) to direct this redemptive effort. Bringing

getting movies made.

some star-power to the proceedings are two
actors with massive talent and even more massive

When a billionaire entrepreneur impulsively
decides to resuscitate his suspect
legacy by financing an

egos: Hollywood heartthrob Félix Rivero (Antonio
Banderas) and theatre actor Iván Torres (Oscar
Martínez).

iconic movie, he hires
renowned and
somewhat

While they may be acting legends, they certainly
cannot act in step with one another. Through a

27

series of increasingly bizarre rehearsal demands
by Lola, the two actors confront each other and
their individual legacies. But Lola’s manipulations,
meant to spur performative creativity, may instead
usher in a descent into chaos. — Bryan Skinner

FEB 7 & 11 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Satire + Cinema + Ego

Directors: Mariano Cohn, Gastón Duprat
Spain | 2021 | 116 min

BUZZ+

SCARBOROUGH
Over the course of a school year, Sylvie, an

and their families who live in the diverse Toronto

indigenous girl caught in a cycle of precarious

suburb she calls home. Directors Shasha Nakhai

housing, Bing, a Filipino boy grappling with his

and Rich Williamson’s documentary background

father’s mental illness; and Laura, who turns to her

serve them well in their first fiction feature with a

friends in her parents’ absence, come together to

cinema verité approach to the film. The moving

overcome these obstacles through friendship and

camera reflects the instability in the characters'

collective kindness. Author Catherine Hernandez

lives, delivering an authenticity to the space and

adapted her award-winning novel

natural unforced performances.

for the screen, viewing the
world through the
eyes of these
three kids

Avoiding pity pitfalls, Scarborough projects a
hopeful message that these kids won’t succumb
to the cycle of poverty that is perpetuated by the

28

under-resourced social programs that they
depend on to survive. — Alex Rogalski

FEB 8 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Youth + Community + Inspiring

Directors: Shasha Nakhai, Rich Williamson
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 136 min

BUZZ+

THE WORST
PERSON IN THE WORLD
Watching certified festival darling, Joachin Trier’s
“Oslo Trilogy,” it is easy to see why lead Renate
Reinsve took home the Best Actress award at the

settle down. One night she crashes a party and

2021 Cannes festival for this charming film.

meets the young and charming barista Eivind.
This begins a process ending her romantic

Julie (Reinsve) is turning thirty and her life is an

relationship with Aksel, and beginning

existential mess. Her talents have languished

something new with Eivind. But her past with

and her older boyfriend, the
successful graphic

Aksel continues to insert itself as Julie grapples
with her choices.

novelist Aksel is
edging for
them to

A wry and empathetic millennial character
study, through Julie’s story Trier explores the
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limitations that time and individual persona can
place on the notion we can constantly reinvent
ourselves. — Bryan Skinner

FEB 12 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Romance + Reinvention + Nordic

Director: Joachim Trier
Norway, France, Sweden, Denmark | 2021 | 127 min

BUZZ+

WILDFIRE
This brief but powerful debut feature from
writer/director Cathy Brady tells the story of two
sisters who grew up on the Irish border. Kelly,
played with deft intensity and realism by Nika
McGuigan, was missing, believed dead. Her sudden
return home reignites a strong bond between her
and her estranged sister Lauren, performed with
equal force by Nora Jane-Noone.

At first, Lauren struggles with Kelly’s
unpredictability, fuelled no doubt by the forces of
mental illness that plagued their late mother.
However, as their bond intensifies, it becomes
increasingly difficult for the sisters to repress
historic resentments. The legacies of the past
slowly entangle the sisters in a complex
interpersonal and historical web, and they soon
find themselves on a collision course with
everyone around them.
30
Cathy Brady’s debut is both a masterclass in
tension and the dark side of sisterly relations. It is
a film about troubled histories, both personal and
political, and how in fractious places, they can
intertwine with devastating results.
— Joanna Duncombe

FEB 10 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Dark + Affecting + Fresh

Director: Cathy Brady
United Kingdom, Ireland | 2020 | 85 min

COAST
Feature films from around the
Pacific Rim region, from as far
away as Australia and as close
as a Fernwood apartment.

COAST

A BALANCE
Yuko is a stubborn journalist working on a
documentary report about a sexual assault case
at a local high school where a teen committed
suicide following a rumour that she was having an
affair with a teacher. With her hardheadedness,
Yuko pushes against the network’s desire for a
routine story and begins to document the fallout
of the scandal, interviewing connected family
members whose lives have fallen into
shambles because of messy
accusations from the
media.
At nights, Yuko
helps her
father run
a cram

school, where the lives of high school students
become an all-too-close reminder of the story
she’s working on. When a shocking revelation
turns everything upside down, her work and life
quickly become complicated. Black and white
quickly muddy into grey as Writer and Director
Yujiro Harumoto slowly adds layers of complexity
to an exceedingly tense situation. Not only does
he create a drama that meticulously captures the
social consequences of today’s media landscape,
he also examines the border between fact and
fiction that filmmakers constantly hop back and
forth over - all in the service of a good story.
A Balance is a thriller delivered in a minor key
about a woman relentlessly dedicated to
recording the truth - pointing the lens at anyone
who even attempts to twist the facts - right up
until the time comes for her to turn the camera
on herself. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 4 |

9:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Complex + Tense + Relentless

Director: Yujiro Harumoto
Japan | 2020 | 153 min

32

COAST

ESLUNA:
THE CROWN OF BABYLON
In this action-packed animated feature set in the
retro-futuristic world of Esluna, a relic hunter and
her crew must track down an ancient artifact

In a rare and admirable creative achievement for

known as the Crown of Babylon. After her mentor

his first feature film, director Denver Jackson drew

is abducted, young Maeve sets out on an epic

and animated the entire film independently,

journey filled with peril and pitfalls. She and her

blending visual styles seamlessly with homage to

team are in a race against nefarious characters also

the Japanese master Hayao Miyazaki.

seeking the crown that legend says
has the power to bring
back the dead for
those who
possess it.

This self-taught filmmaker developed his own
technique of applying hand-drawn
two-dimensional images over 3D backgrounds
which result in action sequences that pop off the
screen in this thrilling adventure that will appeal to
audiences of all ages. — Alex Rogalski

FEB 6 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Adventure + Action + Animation

Director: Denver Jackson
Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 102 min

33

COAST
DOCUMENTARY

FIRESTARTER:
THE STORY OF BANGARRA
Once there were three exuberant, creative, and
talented brothers of Aboriginal heritage growing up
in Queensland, Australia – carrying with them
generations of inherited trauma and their own
experiences with racism. Stephen, Russell and
David Page turned that pain into cutting edge
choreography (Stephen), athletic dance (Russell)
and original music (David) as part of the Bangarra
Dance Theatre.
Now, 30 years after the
group’s founding,
Firestarter
illustrates how

Bangarra has become a beloved part of the arts
landscape in Australia, breaking barriers in the
perception of what can be successful down under,
celebrating indigenous forms of expression
heretofore unseen in Australia. Their works are
multi-layered, multi-ethnic, stunning productions
that push modern dance to new heights and their
numerous world tours have cemented their
reputation as one of the top dance companies in
the world.
Directors Wayne Blair and Nel Minchin thread
archival footage from past Bangarra productions
and home videos from the family, as well as key
interviews with collaborators, illustrating the path
from their initial struggles to their great successes
as brothers and individuals. The aforementioned
inherited trauma, however, is a tall hurdle for the
brothers and the film takes on an even more
important role as a way for their success to be
understood amidst personal tragedies. A
remarkable achievement in the burgeoning genre
of dance-on-film. — Jane Julian

FEB 11 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Dance + Trauma + Change

Directors: Wayne Blair, Nel Minchin
Australia | 2020 | 96 min

34

COAST
DOCUMENTARY

FOREST FOR THE TREES
An award-winning war photographer returns to her
roots as a former tree planter to craft a
documentary which lovingly explores the work and
motivations of a tree-planting crew and their
contributions to our forests.
Director Rita Leistner brings an obvious love and
admiration for the individual tree planters she
features and reveals the
unexpectedly fascinating
work they do in the
seminal work on
the subject.

Rita worked for ten years as a planter, bringing an
insider’s knowledge of the culture of those who
work to restore the forest to her documentary.
What makes the film really shine is her formidable
skills with the camera and a joyful inventiveness
which she honed covering soldiers in Afghanistan,
women wrestlers in the United States, and loggers
in Canada.
Telling the story with a colourful cast of disparate
youthful characters, the filmmaker puts us in the
cut block and around the campfire, allowing the
planters themselves to describe their struggles,
motivations, and how their work impacts the
world. This is sure to resonate with audiences
looking for confident filmmaking that celebrates
the hard work of those who are passionate about
solutions. — Bryan Skinner

FEB 12 |

5:00 PM

— THE EMPRESS HOTEL —
Passion + Perseverance + Lifestyle

Director: Rita Leistner
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 91 min
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COAST

FRAGILE SEEDS
Ryann Temple is a therapist who works with sex
offenders, but when her professional work and
personal life begin to intersect, the trauma she and

compassionate to their vulnerability as they

her sisters survived begins to surface. Struggling to

address their own troubled histories.

balance the stress of her job and personal life, it
becomes clear she can no longer run from her past.

When one of her clients suddenly leaves the

As the offenders she counsels work through their

program, tension builds as he seeks out his next

rehabilitation, Ryann attempts to
keep an emotional

victim. Filmed entirely in the Cowichan region,
Fragile Seeds is a tense and emotional exploration

distance while

of violence against women, written, produced by

remaining

and starring Mia Golden. Drawing from her more
than twenty years of counselling, Golden’s
research infuses the script with a rich cast of
characters spanning a wide spectrum of
experience around this difficult subject matter.
— Alex Rogalski

FEB 10 |

8:15 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Intense + Local + Thrilling

Director: Joseph Boutillier
Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 90 min
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COAST

ISLANDS
Mild-mannered Joshua is a custodian at a local
university who is pushing 50 and lives with his
elderly parents. At some point he settled into a

and thankfully his cousin Marisol arrives to support

routine and his time on a treadmill is an apt

him, spurring an unexpected change in Joshua.

metaphor for his uneventful life - quietly going

Despite its middle-aged protagonist, this

nowhere. He prays for a wife but has never had a

coming-of-age tale upends conventions and twists

girlfriend. Then an unexpected event makes him

expectations in a heart-warming and deeply

step into the role of sole caregiver.
The demands put upon
him exceed his

affecting family drama, universal in its themes but
specific in its depictions of the Filipino-Canadian
experience.

abilities
however,

With a breakout performance by lead actor
Rogelio Balagtas, Martin Edralin’s feature film
debut has been garnering awards on the festival
circuit since its world premiere at SXSW and
opening night presentation at the Reel Asian
Festival. — Alex Rogalski

FEB 9 |

12:00 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Touching + Award-Winning + Unexpected

Director: Martin Edralin
Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 94 min
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COAST

SUMODO:

DOCUMENTARY

THE SUCCESSORS OF SAMURAI
Sumo wrestling has long been misunderstood (even
joked about) outside of Japan, but Eiji Sakata’s
earnest documentary takes a peek behind the
curtain to show us the intense training and mental
fortitude required for the sport
.
With unique access to the Sakaigawa stable - one of
Japan’s noted training grounds for wrestlers - we
first meet Goeido, the stoic rikishi
who struggles with a torn
bicep as he attempts
to defend his
position for yet
another year
in the

country’s highest division of professional sumo.
He’s contrasted with Ryūden Gōshi a bubbly
personality from another stable as he regains form
after a broken hip that saw him fall through the
ranks. We follow both as they take different
approaches to fortifying themselves against their
opponents - a vital aspect of their preparation,
because as one of the wrestlers confesses,
“Everyday is a traffic accident”.
Instead of getting bogged down by the
technicalities of competition, Sumodo focuses on
the journey these men take through a year of
bouts, with details on their lives at the stable where
they eat, train and form friendships with one
another. When you get to know their stories, the
signature thunderclap of their bodies slamming
into each other in the ring becomes all the more
dramatic. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 9 |

9:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Exciting + Insightful + Accessible

Director: Eiji Sakata
Japan | 2020 | 104 min
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CURRENTS
Socially engaged film that
captures the zeitgeist, and
gestures towards the
possibilities.

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

AFTER ANTARCTICA
After Antarctica is a thrilling historical account of
the incredible journey a team of scientists
embarked on in 1984 with the intent of crossing the
continent. A feat that had not yet been
accomplished although attempted with grave
consequences. In the film, we glimpse explorer Will
Steger’s way of life, his outlook on the importance
of nature, the log cabin he built for himself, and his
many lifetime accomplishments one of which is the crossing
of the incredibly harsh
and unforgiving
tundra of the
Arctic.

We witness first-hand the ups and downs of the
journey through the lens of a documentary crew
who made the trip along with them. Time after
time the group of men face death, starvation and
failure in an endless sea of snow and ice that
threatens to consume them with each passing
moment.
The film demands that we, as viewers, slow down
and observe what real determination looks and
feels like. When Will returns to the Arctic 20+ years
later he is one of the few people who can notice
the drastic difference that global warming has
made to the planet. So much so that nearly 1/3rd
of his journey in 1984 took place on land mass that
no longer exists. This exciting and meditative
journey into the Arctic places a strong hold on the
psyche of the viewer and once we fade to black,
the hold turns into a strong desire for preservation
of what remains. —William F. Reed

FEB 5 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —

FEB 7 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Adventurous + Historical + Insightful

Director: Tasha Van Zandt
United States | 2020 | 104 min
Grand Prix (Cannes 2021)
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CURRENTS

AHED’S KNEE
Director Nadav Lapid has made a name for himself
in the past decade as the Israeli cinema’s enfant
terrible. He is also the first Israeli director ever to
have won the prestigious Golden Bear Award for the
best film at the Berlin International Film Festival, in
2019, for his film Synonym.
Lapid’s follow-up to that extraordinary film is the
audacious and visually startling new satirical drama,
Ahed’s Knee, which took home the
2021 Jury Prize at Cannes. Its
protagonist is an Israeli
film director, Y
(reminiscent of
Kafka’s hero,
K), who

accepts an invitation from the Israeli Ministry of
Culture to travel to a remote town in Israel’s Arava
desert for an exhibition of his most recent film. There
he is welcomed by a vivacious Ministry official,
Yahalom, a veritable oasis in the bureaucratic desert.
Like Lapid’s three earlier feature films, this one, too,
climaxes at the vertiginous moment when art, politics,
and the personal converge. The film’s title references a
comment by an Israeli lawmaker, in 2018, that Ahed
Tamimi, the Palestinian teen who famously slapped an
Israeli soldier, “should have gotten a bullet, at least in
the knee.” Funding for Y’s planned film about this
real-world incident is politically doubtful, his mother is
dying, and his sense of artistic superiority is
overwhelming, any of which may precipitate his
decision to manipulate Yahalom into publicly
denouncing the Ministry’s increasingly authoritarian
inclinations.
Ahed’s Knee is, thrillingly, as formally unorthodox and
politically irreverent as Lapid’s earlier work. For all its
artistic exuberance, however, the film never shoots
moral rubber bullets. — Lincoln Z. Shlensky

FEB 6 |

12:00 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Satirical + Political + Artistic

Director: Nadav Lapid
Israel | 2021 | 119 min
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CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

BANK JOB
A heist film of an unusual sort: one that challenges
the debt economy and how we understand money.
This mischievous feature documentary led by
artist/filmmaker team Dan Edelstyn and Hilary
Powell, investigates the financial foundations of
society, while creatively instigating a community
“heist” to challenge the status quo. Bank Job
follows a community coming together to make
their own currency, while opening a
mock bank art installation
to question how the
UK’s financial
system may

be altered in favour of people over profits. Debt is
an integral component of the current system that
puts individuals and communities at risk. From
talking to economists and exploring the
experiences of their local community, Edelstyn
and Powell discover that debt is tied to even the
most basic provisions—education, healthcare,
housing— while turning to art and community
action to make a meaningful dent in this
exploitative financial game.
42
In a time when few people fully understand how
money is created, Bank Job blows the lid off the
connections between debt, money creation, and
inequality in a quirky documentary about a
community taking control of their own financial
wellbeing and demanding a more just economy.
— Kimber Sider

FEB 6 |

2:45 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Quirky + Creative + Heist

Directors: Daniel Edelstyn, Hilary Powell
United Kingdom | 2021 | 87 min

CURRENTS

BROTHER’S KEEPER
Nestled between the frigid mountains of Turkey,
Yusuf attends a strict boarding school and
struggles to get help for his friend and dorm-mate
Mehmet, who has become ill over the course of a
night. It’s a task easier said than done in an
environment where teachers roam the halls
brandishing sticks, berating students for even the
most minor infractions.
In Eastern Anatolia it snows
for half the year and
Yusuf drags his
feeble friend

through the flurries to the sick room, only to find
the door locked. So begins a runaround as
Mehmet’s condition worsens, and when the adults
finally begin to pay attention to his pleas for help,
they quickly find themselves just as helpless to
help.
The school and its desaturated colours serves as a
microcosm of state bureaucracy as Director Ferit
Karahan peels back one layer after another in this
political allegory. Whether it’s the unsurprising
reality that the principal is misappropriating school
funds or the simple fact that no one can be
bothered to mop up the wet floor in the sick room,
Brother’s Keeper shows us a system that has failed
in a hundred different ways. Here, even those trying
to perform a kindness are unwittingly implicated,
as yet another heart turns cold amidst the scores of
young men who crowd the school’s halls.
— Ammar Keshodia

FEB 7 |

9:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Stark + Engrossing + Allegorical

Director: Ferit Karahan
Turkey, Romania | 2021 | 85 min
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CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

ETERNAL HARVEST
We often look back at conflicts as events etched in
stone and rubble that have no current value other
than as historic context. We see the past as just
that, past. The concept that instruments of death
and carnage from decades ago could still be doing
what they were designed to do - kill - is
inconceivable. What’s even more upsetting is the
idea that those very bombs are not killing
soldiers but little girls. The
stark reality is that it’s
happening on a
daily basis in
Vietnam.

Eternal Harvest takes us through the conflict of
Vietnam in terms of explosives that were dropped
on the country. Something like 7.5 million tons of
bombs were dropped and it is estimated that over
80 million bombs still remain where they landed in
1960 - still active, still deadly. The film explores the
rural lifestyle of farmers and families in Vietnam
who live a simple life but with one major obstacle,
they live in danger of death on a daily basis. We
are also introduced to the American who’s taking
personal responsibility for these bombs and
working diligently to make a difference by using
his own resources and money to make the
countryside safe again. If knowledge is power,
then the purpose of this documentary is to
empower each viewer with the information they
need to help make a difference. — William F. Reed

FEB 8 |

44

9:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Informative + Urgent + Historic

Directors: Jerry Redfern, Karen Coates
United States | 2021 | 72 min

CURRENTS

LAST OF THE
RIGHT WHALES

DOCUMENTARY

Evidence of environmental devastation surrounds
us, as more species become threatened or go
extinct daily and natural habitat becomes hostile

Following the dedicated work of a marine

and toxic. Over the past decade, right whales have

biologist, wildlife photographer, whale rescuer

been devastated by injuries suffered from transport

and crab fisher, Last of the Right Whales is a

ships or fishing gear. The situation has become so

testimony to the collective and inspirational

dire that the approximately 330 that remain are

efforts to halt the mass extinction of this

dying at a rate of 24 per year, rarely
from natural causes. In 20
years they could be
extinct.

majestic mammal. From the coast of Florida to
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, director Nadine
Pequeneza documents the whales’ migration
through breathtaking 4K cinematography,
bringing attention to one of the most urgent
challenges facing our world with a message of
hope and possibility. — Alex Rogalski

FEB 5 |

8:15 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Environment + Oceans + Astonishing

Director: Nadine Pequeneza
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 90 min
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CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

MAU
For those unfamiliar with the art and design of
Bruce Mau, this introduction offers pure pleasure.
The doc traces and revisits Mau’s humble Canadian
origins and his unlikely yet seemingly predetermined
rise through the ranks of artists and designers, a
chameleon who appears at ease with architects or
philosophers and uses these essential tools to drive
his own art and design, always undergirded with a
fact-based optimism.
From his initial forays
into graphic design
the film surveys

his real-world projects as the creative director,
from 1985-2010, of Bruce Mau Design (BMD). One
of his important published works during this era is
S,M,L,XL written with Dutch architect Rem
Koolhaas, who appears in the film and provides
insight into Bruce’s working mind. Subsequently,
Mau became Chief Executive Officer of Massive
Change Network, a Chicago-based design
consultancy he co-founded with his wife, Bisi
Williams. From Guatemala to MOMA to Coca-Cola
and a great many beyond, Mau’s insight into
human needs and behavior always drives the
designs.
First-time directors Jojo and Benjamin Bergmann
tailor this brief but soulful dive into the world of
Mau with design panache to match – from
handsome titling to a fantastic soundtrack Mau is
framed with the same kind of attention to
aesthetics the artist himself would appreciate. At
the end, however, the Bergmanns reveal a new
project: for Mau to discover himself when a health
scare points his compass towards self-healing
— Jane Julian

FEB 4 |

46

8:15 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Design + Innovation + Vision

Directors: Benjamin Bergmann, Jono Bergman
Austria | 2021 | 77 min

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

ME AND THE CULT LEADER

In 1995, a cult coordinated a terrorist attack by releasing
sarin gas on the Tokyo Metro. Fourteen people died,
hundreds were injured and dozens continue to suffer
side effects to this day.

Filmmaker Atsushi Sakahara is one of those victims and,
after a life touched by the Aum Shinrikyo cult in more
ways than one, he continues trying to unpack the event
that shocked Japan. Here, he convinces Hiroshi
Araki, an executive member of the
cult, to spend a few days with
him so he can try to
understand why he
remains allegiant
to the cult.

Sakahara’s down-to-earth charm is unexpected in
such a tense match-up, but it serves to get Araki’s
guard down as they trace the history of how he
joined Aum, abandoning his family and eschewing
the friends who tried to stop him. It’s obvious that
these memories are still painful for Araki and the
more humanity we see in him, the more
perplexing his character becomes.
Araki remains evasive in accepting responsibility,
hanging onto the teachings of his guru even with
Sakahara right in front of him as a living reminder
of the pain his group has caused. He’s increasingly
cornered by a stern line of questioning and we
begin to wonder whether we will ever truly
understand the psychology behind such beliefs.
There are no easy answers here as Me and the
Cult Leader slowly becomes a testament to just
how inscrutable human beings are.
— Ammar Keshodia

FEB 7 |

12:00 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Absorbing + Inscrutable + Unexpected

Director: Atsushi Sakahara
Japan | 2020 | 114 min

47

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

MY TREE
Jason Sherman recalls receiving many gifts for his
bar mitzvah, but 40 years later, one particular
present has held his interest. A tree was planted in
Israel, in his name. Keen to better understand its
origins and hopefully find out what's become of his

Canadian Jewish diaspora helped raise millions of

seedling, he starts on a quest from Toronto to Tel

dollars to develop Canada Park, a 700-hectare

Aviv. Along the way he learns a lot about the

Israeli national park. Today, a dense canopy covers

Jewish National Fund, their
afforestation projects and
little blue boxes.
Throughout the
1970s, the

the remains of Palestinian villages that were razed
in order to make "barren" land green. These
forests were part of a national project driven by
propaganda and good intentions. Sherman's
travels introduce him to many who don't shy away
from uncomfortable conversations as he attempts
to get to the root of a complicated history.
—Alex Rogalski

FEB 6 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
History + Family + Journeys

Director: Jason Sherman
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 105 min

48

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

NO TENEMOS MIEDO
In October 2019, an increase in the cost of public

alike unite to challenge a government that has

transportation in Santiago, Chile’s capital city,

been, in the words of journalist Juan Cristóbal

ignites massive protests that take the government

Peña, privileging powerful economic interests

by surprise. Long considered an economic success

instead of the common people. The pandemic in

story, not all is well in the country. Neoliberal

2020 dampened the protests, but not the mood

policies, a legacy of strongman Augusto Pinochet’s

for rebellion in segments of Chilean society who

military regime, have exacerbated social and

are not afraid of voicing their discontent. With

economic inequalities in the last
couple of decades.
Students,

footage shot at street level and close range, and
interviews with members of Primera Línea, the
name of the collective opposing the police forces

housewives and

on the streets, No Tenemos Miedo (We are not

workers

Afraid) brings the spectator in close proximity
with the direct actions of political struggle.
— Dan Russek

FEB 7 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Politically Charged + Provocative + Gripping

Director: Manuele Franceschini
Italy, Chile | 2021 | 70 min

49

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

NORTH BY CURRENT
After the mysterious death of his infant niece,
experimental filmmaker Angelo Madsen Minax
returns to his rural Michigan hometown to reunite

steps each of us take when we are grieving the

with his family.

loss of those closest to us. Instead of presenting
everything in a straight line, the film weaves

In North By Current, Angelo Madsen Minax turns

together an essay of collected thoughts and

the camera on himself as he navigates a personal

conversations, each filled with what can only be

reflection on generational

described as pure, raw emotion.

addiction, religious
devotion, trans
embodiment,
and the

Anchored by a haunting score by Julien Baker and
scenes that will linger long after the credits roll,
North By Current is an irrefutable opus of one
filmmaker’s exploration of the nature of time and
transformation, both in death and gender
transition. — Jacob Crepeault

FEB 5 |

4:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Creative + Moving + Meditative

Director: Angelo Madsen Minax
United States | 2021 | 86 min

50

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

ONE PINT AT A TIME
The first five minutes of One Pint at a Time will have

We watch the homegrown efforts of brewers of

you doing three things. One, make you wonder how

color navigating what it will take to become

many micro brewers of color there are in your area

relevant in an industry overwhelmingly white. We

and how you can support them. Two, try to deal

witness firsthand, the difficulties they face from

with the fact that less than 1% of micro brewers are

community leaders and neighborhoods who are

black and what has caused that. Three, and this is

afraid of what a black-owned brewery might do to

arguably the most important, ask where you can

their area. We follow a firecracker of a woman

get an ice cold brewski.

who hustles her beer from festival to festival and
store to store, sharing her story and passion for

One Pint at a Time is a
delight from start
to finish.

the amber gold liquid. The tenacity of these
individuals will lift your spirits - their hope is that
one day, you might lift theirs. One Pint at a Time is
a must see but you’ve been warned...you will want
a beer. Grab me one too. Cheers!
— William F. Reed

FEB 13 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Enticing + Relevant + Engaging

Director: Aaron Hosé
United States | 2021 | 89 min

51

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

RAISE THE BAR
In 2015, former player-turned-coach Brynjar Karl
began a club basketball program for girls age 8-10.
Tanya, his daughter, was the main reason he got
involved as he’d observed the tendency for girls to
be more timid than boys, lacking confidence and
self-esteem. His methods were unconventional - at
times, controversial. Parents disliked his approach
but began to see that the girls were demonstrating
strong improvement not only on the court
but in life.

to a different team and 17 girls follow him. The
girls continue to build physical strength, life skills
and develop teamwork. Their training is advanced
and the team wants to compete against boys
which gets pushback from officials and parents.
While girls v boys “play” until age 14 (when
female/male bodies change and there is a marked
difference in their physicality) is acceptable in
select nations such as Germany and Italy, that was
not the case in Iceland.

In 2018, after parental
complaints, the
coach moves

Filmmaker and cinematographer, Gudjon
Ragnarsson has an eye for detail and brings
emotion and intimacy into every shot. He’s able to
be a fly on the wall to let the coach and girls tell
their story. The musical score, by Ragga Gísla &
Petur Jonsson, adds beauty and dimension. An
inspirational film that has already engendered
heated discussions around the world.
— Jane Julian

FEB 7 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Sports + Girl Power + Inspiring

Director: Gudjon Ragnarsson
Iceland | 2021 | 70 min

52

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

RIDE THE WAVE
Hailing from the remote Scottish Island of Tiree,
Ben Larg is a 12-year-old surfing protégé looking to
make a splash on the international surf-scene by
riding one of the biggest waves in the world.
Developed over a period of three years (in
Scotland, Japan, Portugal, Ireland and Lanzarote)
director Martyn Robertson shoots stunning and
dramatic landscapes with the same
sensitivity and depth as he does
intimate family scenes. As
much as this is a
documentary
about surf

and surf culture, it is also a film about adolescence
and family. Ben is still a boy who needs to tidy his
room and help with the chores. His parents face
the complex dilemma of how far they should
protect their son from a sport (and passion) which
- at Ben’s level - becomes increasingly dangerous.
Bullied at school for being a lone outsider with a
remarkable talent, surfing has given Ben a tribe but is his dream too risky to pursue? Robertson
follows a family on a wild and exhilarating journey
into extreme-sport, but he never fails to maintain a
warm, human touch throughout.
— Joanna Duncombe

FEB 4 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Wild + Adventurous + Exhilarating

Director: Martyn Robertson
United Kingdom | 2021 | 78 min

53

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

SUBJECTS OF DESIRE
The Miss Black America Pageant started as a
political protest in 1968 amidst the activism of
the civil rights movement. This annual contest

Subjects of Desire focuses on evolving global

has celebrated and promoted the philosophy

beauty standards that are embracing Black

‘Black is Beautiful’ for half a century.

aesthetics, but asks the important question of why
these features are considered more desirable

Using the 50th anniversary event as a backdrop
to more fully explore the
intersection of race and
beauty in North
America,

when they are on a white woman. Spray-tanned
skin and athletic bodies have led to some
heralding this as a black beauty moment, while
others question whether true change is taking
place.
54
Featuring interviews with India Arie, Rachel
Dolezal and Amanda Parris, issues of cultural
appropriation, systemic racism and dangerous
media portrayals of Black women are examined in
this timely, provocative and award-winning
documentary. — Alex Rogalski

FEB 5 |

2:45 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Revealing + History + Provocative

Director: Jennifer Holness
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 103 min

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

THE STORY WON’T DIE
The devastating Civil War and ongoing
humanitarian crisis that hangs over Syria are no
match for the stirring portraits of nine artists who
use their various disciplines as platforms to tell
their creative stories. Having the creative space in
which to develop their art is another matter – and
that tension between displacement and
maintaining an artistic voice is the main thread of
David Henry Gerson’s compelling and
heartfelt doc.

In The Story Won’t Die, all of the nine varied artists
who grace this doc, shine - including Abu Hajar, a
young and whip-smart rapper who shows wisdom
beyond his years: perhaps wisdom that can come
only from such displacement. When his socially
conscious lyrics get noticed by the Syrian
authorities, he must leave his homeland as well,
finding refuge in Berlin. His reaction to his new
circumstances distills why anyone chooses to
leave such oppression: it beats jail.
The visual arts are represented by Azzam’s
large-scale canvases which depict the ruin of
Syria’s cities which the director contrasts with the
work of Diala Brisly, an illustrator of children’s
book-style art but with the evidence of violence
and war. M.H.D. Sabboura’s modern dance, with
choreographer Medhat Aldaabal, is full of energy
and poignantly illustrates what has been left
behind. All of these stories and more find safe
harbor with Gerson, and we hope the same for all
of these talented artists. — Jane Julian

FEB 9 |

55

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Art + Vision + Immigration

Director: David Henry Gerson
Denmark, Germany, United States | 2021 | 83 min

CURRENTS
DOCUMENTARY

THIS STAINED DAWN
Presented as an enthralling hybrid documentary,
This Stained Dawn explores the current feminist
movement in urban Pakistan from the perspective

propelled by a furious resistance to the status quo.

of the Aurat March (Women's March) and its

A countdown to the Aurat March is set and its

fearless organizers.

organizers begin their journey for visibility and
equality. Various organizers and participants are

Tucked away in the city of Karachi, a tight-knit
community of young women and
non-binary folks are

highlighted as they negotiate under heavy
surveillance within a highly threatening
environment, in the hopes of a revolution.

changing the face of
their city and its
culture,

Observational footage of the 2020 March is
supported by animation and archival footage that
traces a history of state suppression of women's
resistance in Pakistan and illuminates the urgency
of the unfolding struggles. — Jacob Crepeault

FEB 8 |

8:15 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Inspirational + Intriguing + Bold

Director: Anam Abbas
Pakistan, Canada | 2021 | 92 min

56

CURRENTS

ZERO FUCKS GIVEN
Adèle Exarchopoulos plays Cassandre, a flight
attendant stuck in a daze, as she negotiates her
employer’s demands for more shifts and higher
duty-free sales.
In her time off, Cassandre parties in whatever new
city she finds herself in, swiping through Tinder and
drinking herself to sleep. Back at work, she’s
constantly locked in all-too real
conversations that quietly
clarify the crushing
nature of
capitalism as

first-time feature directors Julie Lecoustre and
Emmanuel Marre immerse us in what often feels
like a documentary. It’s genuinely fascinating to
see the training that flight attendants have to go
through, and the varnish that their profession
requires ends up becoming an astute metaphor
for the facade that Cassandre is less and less
capable of applying to her daily life.
Despite the vibrant, saturated colours of the world
around her, it becomes clear that she is caught in
a loop, coming up with any excuse she can to
keep from breaking out of it. It’s only when she’s
finally forced to return home, we start to realize
that Cassandre’s been running from a more
grounded tragedy this whole time. Zero Fucks
Given goes beyond the typical film about
millennial malaise for an ultimately affecting
character study about a young woman whose
head is always 40,000 feet in the air.
- Ammar Keshodia

FEB 9 |

57

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Fascinating + Fresh + Introspective

Directors: Julie Lecoustre, Emmanuel Marre
Belgium, France | 2021 | 110 min

FIRST
Presenting the best in
contemporary Indigenous
filmmaking.

FIRST

BOOTLEGGER
Working from a script written in French, English,
and Algonquin, that won her the 2017 Cannes
Cinéfondation Best Screenplay prize, Director
Caroline Monnet’s debut feature Bootlegger
presents a story exploring a friction point within a
fictional Algonquin community in Northern
Quebec.
Master’s student Mani (Devery
Jacobs) returns to her
remote home
community, where
her past

continues to create painful repurcussions. As she
struggles to overcome this past and be accepted
in her community, Mani becomes embroiled in the
debate around a referendum which could allow
the free sale of alcohol on the reservation. Her
position, that if alcohol is going to find its way into
the community it should be regulated and taxed
properly, puts her at odds with the
non-indigenous bootlegger Laura (Pascale
Bussières), who profits from the protection of the
band council and her partner partner (Jacques
Newashish). Raymond holds Mani responsible for
the death of his daughter in a fire. Vastly different
ideas about how to pursue independence divide
the community, and the two women who embody
these competing visions lead their supporters into
conflict. The film features powerful performances,
strong production design, and netted Monnet the
Emerging Canadian Director award at the 2021
Vancouver Film Festival. — Bryan Skinner

FEB 6 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Homecoming + Community + Drama

Director: Carolinne Monnet
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 81 min

59

FIRST
DOCUMENTARY

DAUGHTER
OF A LOST BIRD
Daughter of a Lost Bird is a documentary that
follows Kendra, an Indigenous adoptee who sets
out to connect with her birth-mother April who, we

struggled to survive and endured years of abuse

find out, also grew up in the adoption system. Both

on the streets. They both have had a lot to

Kendra and April share the experience of growing

overcome and part of that process is returning to

up within white families, but their home lives and

their ancestral lands. We watch as they both try to

subsequent experiences as adults couldn't be more

understand their own Indigeneity and their

separate. Kendra was able to adapt

connection to the Lummi People.

and assimilate into a
middle-class way of
living while her
mother April

Through this heartwarming and sometimes
heart-wrenching story, we take a critical look at
the adoption policies that were established to
assimilate Native adoptees into white society and
the way this impacted Kendra, April and
Indigenous families across the land.
- Bracken Hanuse Corlett

FEB 9 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Indigenous + Reconection + Family

Director: Brooke Pepion Swaney
United States | 2021 | 66 min

60

FIRST
DOCUMENTARY

TZOUHALEM
Chief Tzouhalem was a powerful and controversial
figure in the history of the Cowichan People. This
documentary enlists historians, Indigenous elders

attained supernatural powers from his humble

and knowledge keepers to tell the heroic and not

beginnings as a disfigured child. Like many leaders

so heroic parts of his life.

before and after him his power would also play a
part in his downfall.

In the mid-1800s, Tzouhalem led his People into
many conflicts and became both
feared and revered on the
Pacific Northwest
Coast. He was
said to have

Through a series of interviews and re-enactments
we uncover some of the myth-making around this
prominent figure in Indigenous and Canadian
history and seek a truthful understanding of his
impact on both the land and the People.

61

— Bracken Hanuse Corlett

FEB 13 |

7:30 PM

— THE EMPRESS HOTEL —
History + Cowichan + Conflict

Directors: Harold C. Joe, Leslie D. Bland
Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 90 min

FIRST

WAIKIKI
Waikiki, the feature-length debut from
Director/Writer Christopher Kahunahana, follows

edges of the city. Kea is haunted by her past and

Indigenous Hawaiian hula dancer Kea (Danielle

experiences dangerous shifts in reality, time, space

Zalopany), as she struggles to survive in the

and place.

shadier parts of the tourist economy in Waikiki, a
city she can't afford to live in. She flees her abusive

The veneer is lifted from the exploitative

relationship and bumps into a mysterious drifter

industries that keep the money flowing on the

named Wo (Peter Shinkoda). They
link up and journey
together on the

island. These experiences aimed at tourists rely on
Indigenous bodies, stories and participation to
operate, yet the balance of power is terribly
skewed the other way. In this genre-blending story
told from multiple perspectives and angles, we see
a longing to reconnect with the ancestral power of
the land and water that still exists in Waikiki.
— Bracken Hanuse Corlett

FEB 10 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Reclaim + Hawaii + Journey

Director: Christopher Kahunahana
Hawaii | 2021 | 77 min

62

FIRST

WILDHOOD
Two-Spirited Mi'kmaw youth Link (Phillip Lewitski)
and his half-brother Travis (Avery
Winters-Anthony) get caught stealing, igniting a

Odjick), a young Mi'kmaw wanderer who offers to

violent confrontation with their white father Arvin.

help them. As the three travel together they

Link and Travis escape Arvin's home, setting fire to

encounter moments of transformation buoyed by

his truck on their way out. Link finds out that his

reconnection with community.

estranged mother Sarah, who was thought to be
dead, may still be alive and he takes
Travis with him to find her.
On their journey they
meet Pasmay
(Joshua

Wildhood is a coming-of-age film set within the
motion of the road and informed by the energy of
Mi'kmaw land, culture and language.
Director/Screenwriter Bretten Hannam expertly
weaves together a story that is rooted in truth and
finding home. — Bracken Hanuse Corlett

FEB 7 |

8:15 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Indigenous + Mi’kmaw + LGBTQ+

Director: Bretten Hannam
Canada - Nova Scotia | 2021 | 107 min

63

SPOTLIGHT ON
SWITZERLAND
Swiss cinema gets a closer look
at the 2022 VFF with the films
of accomplished director
Bettina Oberli.

SPOTLIGHT

SPOTLIGHT ON SWITZERLAND
with BETTINA OBERLI
The Victoria Film Festival with the support of the
Consulate General of Switzerland presents the work
of Bettina Oberli whose body of work glides
seamlessly from domestic smash hits to horror to
auteur-driven films. VFF has identified Oberli as a
director to watch.
Welcome from the Consulate
The Consulate General of Switzerland in Vancouver is
pleased to continue its long-lasting
partnership with the Victoria
Film Festival and is
honoured to present
director Bettina
Oberli as part
of the

Bettina Oberli is a renowned female director,
screenwriter and producer from Switzerland, who
has directed over 20 short and feature films
during her career in the film industry. Her most
successful and award-winning films are Late
Bloomers (2006) and My Wonderful Wanda
(2020), which were screened at various film
festivals all over the world. Oberli was born in 1972
in Interlaken, Switzerland and grew up in
Switzerland and Samoa. She studied film and
video at the Zurich University of the Arts between
1995 and 2000 and holds a degree in directing
from the same school.
During the Victoria Film Festival 2022, we are
pleased to present a retrospective of five films by
Bettina Oberli: My Wonderful Wanda (2020), With
the Wind (2018), Lovely Louise (2013), Murder
Farm (2009) and Late Bloomers (2006). Ms.
Oberli will attend all screenings in person and
answer your questions at the end of each film. The
Front Burner – Spotlight on Switzerland is a great
opportunity to get acquainted with Swiss films
and filmmaking. We invite you to watch these
films and to engage in conversation with the
director during the Q & A sessions.
Last but not least, I would like to reiterate my
gratitude to the Victoria Film Festival for its
continuous support for the Arts and to allow us to
be part of it.
Enjoy the Festival!
Andreas Rufer
Consul General of Switzerland in Vancouver

65

SPOTLIGHT

LATE BLOOMERS
Since the death of her husband, 80-year-old
Martha has lost her zest for life. Her friends,
especially Lisi, Hanni and Frieda are concerned

Walo award for best film production in 2006 and

about her and look for ways to rekindle her joy of

the award for best female interpretation at the

life. Together, they decide to realize Martha’s long

Geneva International Film Festival 2006,

held dream: to open a lingerie boutique in their
village. The news causes consternation in the little

A heartwarming comedy that has taken
Switzerland by storm and has become a classic! A

town of Trub.

story about a witty pensioner who rediscovers joy
Late Bloomers won,
among others,
the Prix

of life as a lingerie maker in rural Switzerland
against all odds. Famous, quirky Swiss actress and
comedian, Stephanie Glaser, at her best!

FEB 5 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC CINEMA —
—

Director: Bettina Oberli
90 min
-

66

SPOTLIGHT

LOVELY LOUISE
André is 55 and still lives with his 80-year-old
mother Louise, an actress. He leads an
unspectacular life as a taxi driver and cannot seem

For the first time in his life, André must rise from

to muster the courage to speak to the woman

his lethargy and face up to new realities, learning it

working at the sausage stand at the model aircraft

is never too late to begin living and loving.

flying field. A stranger appears at their door one
day: Bill, a charismatic man from America, is about
to turn their placid life upside down.

An entertaining “dramedy” about a mother-son
relationship that gets disrupted for the betterment
of both.

67

FEB 6 |

4:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
—

Director: Bettina Oberli
91 min
-

SPOTLIGHT

MY WONDERFUL
WANDA
In a gripping comedy of errors, the award-winning
Swiss director Bettina Oberli cleverly tackles issues
of privilege, family dynamics and desires.

her family in Poland, the young woman expands
her caregiving services by also satisfying Josef’s

Wanda, a Polish single mother of two boys,

sexual needs. Things get complicated when

becomes entangled with a wealthy Swiss family

Wanda unexpectedly becomes pregnant with his

when she is employed to care for its

child.

recovering-from-a-stroke patriarch,
Josef. Being utterly
pragmatic and trying
to earn extra
money for

Beautifully directed, My Wonderful Wanda is
intelligent, funny and cleverly structured, to cite a
few of its merits. It proves, in a cliché-free way,
that money doesn’t buy happiness and dealing
with family is never simple.

FEB 8 |

4:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Director: Bettina Oberli
111 min
Audience Award | Victoria Film Festival, 2020

68

SPOTLIGHT

WITH THE WIND
An isolated farm in a remote part of the Jura
region: this is where Pauline and Alex are living in
complete self-sufficient harmony with nature. Their

troubles Pauline, upsetting their relationship and

life project is sealed by their love, their ideals and

their values.

their work. The couple is now ready to take the
step towards total independence and start

The story, while familiar, is infused with the raw

producing their own electricity.

power of French actress Melanie Thierry’s
performance. With the Wind is the winner of the

The arrival of Samuel, who
comes to install a
wind turbine,

Zurich film award in the category best feature film
2019 and the Locarno Variety Piazza Grande
Award 2018.
69

deeply
A drama set in the beautiful, quiet mountains of
Switzerland, where alternative farming seems like
paradise. But is Pauline’s life really as fulfilled as
she pretends?

FEB 7 |

4:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Director: Bettina Oberli
88 min

OLIO
For the undefinable, the
disparate, and the films that
defy categorization

OLIO
DOCUMENTARY

COMME UNE VAGUE

BIG GIANT WAVE
Audiences should come expecting to be wowed by

“Conceived as a cinematographic wave”, this

the power of music, both intellectually as they learn

documentary features locations and perspectives

about its effects on our brains, and experientially as

from Canada, Italy, Sweden, Mexico and the

this English language version of Quebec director

American West Coast as we meet fascinating

Marie-Julie Dallaire’s documentary delivers

scientists and artists who illustrate the

powerful performances. Big Giant Wave allows us

connections between rhythm, music, the earth,

the subjective enjoyment of music, while it drops

the brain, and the very essence of what being

knowledge about brain chemistry
and the science of sound.

human means The filmmaker pairs the sonorous
beauty of the featured musicians (Montrealers
such as singer-songwriter Patrick Watson,
classical violinist Stéphane Tétreault, and DJ
Osunlade make appearances) with sumptuous
black and white cinematography, a choice that
works to great effect in this celebration of music.
Turn it up! — Bryan Skinner

FEB 11 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Music + Image + Joy

Director: Marie-Julie Dallaire
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 88 min

71

OLIO
DOCUMENTARY

DIRTY TRICKS
Did you ever think there would be a film about
cheating at competitive bridge? Let alone one
based on a worldwide scandal - or that it would be

bridge world, that is until former teammate and

funny and absolutely outrageous? This shouldn’t be

now nemesis, Boye Brogeland, accuses him of

such a surprise when multimillion-dollar

unethical play. Is it sour grapes or have there been

endorsement deals and huge prize pots are at

some nefarious underhanded activities taking

stake.

place?
Meet Lotan Fisher, tall and
attractive and the
star of the

Director Sivan uses all the tricks to keep the story
moving along, including a jazzy soundtrack, bits
of animation and quick clips; even fashionista
Isaac Mizrahi weighs in along with bridge
strategists and scientists who all have thoughts
on whether there has been cheating.
Hold onto your hearts and clubs, this film is full of
great surprises well told. — Kathy Kay

FEB 9 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Scandalous + Adroit + Sexy

Director: Daniel Sivan
Israel | 2021 | 100 min

72

OLIO

LITTLE BOXES
Following thirteen months of the ebbs and flows of
the COVID-19 lockdown in the UK and the various
stages of distance and isolation, Little Boxes reveals

gather and protest, clashes with other forms of

the complex undercurrents of the many faces of

community care and stay-at-home orders.

the pandemic experience through twenty-five

Intergenerational misunderstandings of the

interwoven micro-dramas. As the death toll rises

impacts of these times, family issues and personal

and time in social isolation draws out the

heartbreaks flow together to present a complex

complexity of these brief but
compelling stories
deepens, social

tapestry of experience. Little Boxes reveals the
intimate conversations about lives coming
together and falling apart, while we are apart. This

justice, and the

hyper-realistic, performance-based film takes us

need to

on a journey through the world of video calling,
observing the pandemic strain on relationships
through the static windows of Zoom— each
person existing in their own "little box"—while
revealing the pressures of enforced isolation and
the personal complexities of being alone while
together. - Kimber Sider

FEB 8 |

12:00 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Pandemic + Intimate + Innovative

Director: Raffaello Degruttola
United Kingdom | 2021 | 81 min
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SEVEN DAYS
Ever wonder what it’s like to live a different life?
Maybe sometimes you feel like you’ve never had a
choice in the life you ended up living? Seven Days

Ellyn Jameson does a phenomenal job of

addresses just that. The film explores the lives of 7

embodying the 7 different characters, breathing

very different women and their 7 very different life

life into their subtle and inner monologues.

stories and the one thread keeping them all

Throughout her performance, it’s easy to

together - the idea that they could all belong to the

remember that at any point in life, the direction

same woman.

we take can drastically change who we become.
Which brings up the question, are we truly
products of our environment or is it that we
create the environment we want for our chosen
character? The journey of Seven Days is at times
sad, regretful and uncomfortable but it is also
joyous, happy and honest. Kind of a perfect
analogy to how most of us feel day to day on a
weekly basis. — William F. Reed

FEB 13 |

5:00 PM

— THE EMPRESS HOTEL —
Engaging + Unusual + Intriguing

Director: Corey Kupfer
United States | 2021 | 107 min
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STORKMAN
Forever grounded, a permanently damaged stork
continues to thrive thanks to the two men in her
life. Stjepan is the retired janitor and widower who

heated cabin and is fed fish that Stjepan catches

has cared for Malena for 27 years and Klepetan is

for her. The community and Stjepan fill one with

her partner who flies to Africa in the autumn and

hope about the relationship between man and

comes back to her every spring to raise a new

nature. Malena would surely expire without

brood.

Stjepan but watching this thoughtful film you also
realize the pleasure for Stjepan and how much
Stjepan is completely

the stork has given to him.

devoted to his
charge. She
winters in a

For more than six years the director and his team
filmed Malena and her men for an insider look at a
quite different ménage à trois. — Kathy Kay

FEB 10 |

12:00 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Engaging + Unusual + Intriguing

Director: Tomislav Jelinčić
Croatia, Italy | 2020 | 75 min
Audience Award | Liburnija Film Festival
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STRAWBERRY MANSION
A comedic fantasy that’s quirky in all the right
places. James Preble (writer/director Kentucker
Audley) is a tax auditor who scans citizens’

Bella, has shelves of unprocessed recorded

recorded dreams and taxes them on any excessive

dreams, and has some insight into the economic

fantasies.

overlords and their dream manipulations that will
set James on an unexpected journey.

As he scans Bella’s dreams, James, a
mild-mannered bloke, becomes
infatuated with a younger
version of this elderly

The set design is lo-fi and that adds much to the
film’s charm and unforgettable visuals. Audley
and Birney craft a compelling story that is

eccentric artist.

mind-bending and unexpectedly poignant. It’s a

The elderly

film where you can let go of logic and just enjoy
the wonderful ride. — Kathy Kay

FEB 12 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Fantastical + Gondry + Charming

Directors: Albert Birney, Kentucker Audley
United States | 2021 | 91 min
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THE AUTOMAT
Emerging filmmaker Lisa Hurwitz’s debut feature is
one of the most impressive documentaries at the
2022 VFF and surprisingly it doesn’t take on

Automat to women as well as the liberating

current social issues. Yet somehow it does. As the

ability of a black family, such as Colin Powell’s, to

Automat, an automated dining experience, was a

go out to dine.

precursor to awareness, when people seemed kind
and integrated in the restaurants without concern.
There are surprises and they come
in the form of Ruth Bader

The Automat is a film of such charm. There’s
even an Automat Historian! If only current
fast-food purveyors had the style and quality of

Ginsberg’s thoughts

Automats. I could just imagine swooning over

on the meaning

Audrey Hepburn as she put her nickel in for a

of the
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cup of coffee. — Kathy Kay

FEB 8 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Charming + Human + Nostalgic

Director: Lisa Hurwitz
United States | 2021 | 79 min

OLIO

THE LAND
OF THE SONS
A strict father tries to raise his adolescent son in a
post-apocalyptic world where most others choose to
kill their children and save them the suffering.
Together, they live a meagre and isolated life,
scrounging for fish while living in a crumbling house
which floats on the edge of the river. Every night, The
Father diligently chronicles the day in a
journal which becomes an
untouchable tome for The
Son who was never
taught to read
or write.

After the old man dies, The Son sets out on a
journey into uncharted territory, desperate to find
someone who will read him the words of the only
kin he’s ever known.
Leon de La Vallée makes his acting debut with a
feral performance that fits perfectly into the
harsh reality of the film. Shot against the muddy
landscape of the Po Delta, Cupellini takes us
through a grounded and gritty sci-fi that’s
committed to an idea instead of the minutiae that
too often takes over the genre. The Land of the
Sons pays close attention to familial relationships
in a world that doesn’t remember what love
actually looked like. Here, it’s used to chastise
and control in a story that’s aware of just how
much we forget when we don’t have a way to
record the past. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 8 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Stern + Affecting + Post-Apocalyptic

Director: Claudio Cupellini
Italy, France | 2021 | 120 min
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TWINKLE DAMMIT!
Twinkle Dammit! sparkles with the energy of
Margaret Leng Tan as first-time filmmaker Chuang
Xu becomes the fly on the wall, when the now

Margaret Leng Tan was the first woman to earn a

71-year-old Tan collaborates with pioneering

Doctorate degree from Julliard. From that

composer George Crumb. The rarely seen creative

monumental accomplishment she became a

process allows Tan to express herself in an

contemporary of John Cage and George Crumb,

authentic forum and, in her own words and style,

becoming renown for her avant-garde music,

relate her development and

including mastering the miniature piano.

remarkable career to the
viewer.

Margaret Leng Tan is remarkable and even those
who do not enjoy the avant-garde will find her
79

tale fascinating. — Kathy Kay

FEB 9 |

2:45 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Vibrant + Maverick + Richness

Director: Chuang Xu
United States | 2020 | 70 min
B.C. Premiere

OLIO

WE’RE ALL
IN THIS TOGETHER
All families have their problems, and the Parkers
from Thunder Bay are no exception, but after Kate
(the family’s matriarch) shockingly survives a trip

directorial debut also casts her in the challenging

over Kakabeka Falls and the resulting video goes

role of twins who have grown apart and are now

viral, the spotlight on the family forces them to

forced to handle their mother’s affairs and

come together.

deteriorating mental health. As Kate lies in a
coma, her prodigal daughter Finn returns home
Adapting the award-winning book
by Amy Jones, Katie

and sparks fly with her resentful twin Nicki and
their teenage sister Paris.

Boland’s feature
Taking place over the course of four days, the
situation unwinds and it becomes less certain that
the Parkers will ever be able to get over the scars
of the past and find a way to give each other
what they really need. — Alex Rogalski

FEB 12 |

7:30 PM

— THE EMPRESS HOTEL —
Family + Dysfunctional + Affecting

Director: Katie Boland
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 84 min
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The visceral beat
that makes us human.

PULSE

LA TERRE DES HOMMES

BEASTS
Intelligently pairing the shifting reality of
agriculture in Europe with the contemporary
conversation about workplace abuses, Beasts tells
the story of Constance, a young woman who hopes
to save her family’s farm from bankruptcy.
With the help of her fiancé, she puts together a
business plan to take over the operation, trusting
Sylvain, an influential member of the local
farm board to help them get it
approved. When Sylvain
takes advantage of
their desperate
situation and
has sex

with Constance, her future begins to fall apart.
Beasts never gives into melodrama and shrewdly
recognizes that sexual assault is often
perpetrated as a desire for power and control. On
a parallel track with the political struggle that’s
taking place within the farmer’s union, this
examination of power and control unearths
darker truths about why and how that influence is
so often misused, whether on an industrial scale
or one-on-one, alone with someone in a room.
Diane Rouxel’s grounded lead performance is
expertly attuned to the anxieties of every scene,
quietly capturing the way that guilt can worm its
way into the psychology of a sexual assault
survivor. As the threat of losing their farm grows,
Constance realizes she must move her own
pawns into place to assert herself within the
community and win back the power and
confidence that was stolen from her.
— Ammar Keshodia

FEB 6 |

1:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Politicial + Shrewd + Revealing

Director: Naël Marandin
France | 2020 | 96 min
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CELTS
It’s 1993 in Belgrade, the capital city of Serbia, and
Marijana is throwing a costume party for her
daughter’s 8th birthday. Packed inside a cozy

crack open a few bottles of various liquors and

house, friends and fellow parents join the festivities

the conversations spill out throughout the

with some unpredictable baggage.

evening. Putting so many adults together in close
quarters leads to all kinds of tension, sexual and

Marijana, the gracious host, sees this party as a rare
opportunity for the parents to
connect while their
children are

otherwise. Marijana soon realizes that she longs
for more than a gathering of drunken guests and
her unsatisfying husband and as the party
continues, she departs into the cold night.

occupied. The
parents

Celts, the excellent first feature from director
Milica Tomović, offers an abundance of cinematic
energy with each scene turning up the
metaphorical heat until it reaches a boiling point.
— Jacob Crepeault

FEB 6 |

8:15 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Sensual + Dramatic + Cozy

Director: Milica Tomović
Serbia | 2021 | 106 min
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CODE NAME:
NAGASAKI

complex feelings through their favourite medium:

Documented by his close friend Fredrik, Marius

cinema. With acute empathy for the fear and guilt

Lunde begins a search for his estranged mother

he must represent to his mother, he takes turns

who left him in Norway at the age of 5 to move

playing a Samurai on a mission, a Detective with a

back to Japan. Having had no contact in over 25

grudge, and the demon who must be haunting

years, he doesn’t even know if she’s still alive.

this woman - if she’s still out there.

From the very beginning, Fredrik and Marius are

These vignettes are rendered with stunning

aware that their pursuit may yield
no answers, but they use
it as an opportunity
to exorcise
Marius’s

stylistic accuracy and through them, Code Name:
Nagasaki becomes a film much about the
charming friendship between the two men and
their sincere love of cinema, as it is about the
mystery of this absent woman. All throughout,
Code Name: Nagasaki shows the therapeutic and
cathartic power that cinema can hold. Many
fictional films are borne out of personal stories,
but this is Marius’s real life and it slowly
transforms from an anxious hunt into a moving
story about identity and the courage required to
seek out your past. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 5 |

12:00 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Mysterious + Creative + Moving

Director: Fredrik S. Hana
Norway | 2021 | 70 min

84
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DEAR AUDREY
Martin Duckworth spent his career observing
others as a cinematographer and director, creating
a formidable catalogue of Canadian

Bonded by their artistry and activism, from the

documentaries. Now, he’s on the other side of the

front lines of anti-Vietnam war protests through

camera, looking back on his prolific career while

raising a family, their life together now faces its

managing his current role as a caregiver for his

greatest challenge. As Audrey enters the late

wife, photographer and activist Audrey Schirmer.

stages of Alzheimer’s disease, the strength and
resilience of their relationship comes to the fore,
laying bare the emotional and physical impact of
her condition on them and their adult children.
Director Jeremiah Hayes constructs a delicate
balance between the day-to-day challenges of
the present and the archival images that revive
the past in this deeply personal and profoundly
impactful meditation on the power of love.
— Alex Rogalski

FEB 8 |

2:45 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Artists + Relationships + Emotional

Director: Jeremiah Hayes
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 89 min
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EVERYTHING
IN THE END

Shrouded in mystery the film takes us on a journey

In 1925 T.S. Elliot wrote, “This is the way the world

with Paulo, perfectly played by Hugo De Sousa as

ends. Not with a bang but a whimper.” The bleak

he explores the Iceland countryside. His vagabond

dreariness of that sentiment has stayed within our

lifestyle seems one of a forgotten era where a

collective consciences ever since he wrote it. As if

person could just roam from place to place and

somehow, we as a people have known it to be

receive shelter and fellowship. But something is

true. Everything in the End by Writer/Director

different. Something is wrong. This isn’t a bygone

Mylissa Fitzsimmons wonderfully portrays the

era, it’s modern times. And what’s more,

absolute loneliness we all feel
from time to time.

something big and unseen is happening to
everyone.
What is exactly happening is unclear but once the
endgame draws near, the film takes a powerful
and poignant look at humanity, our real purpose in
life and the importance of connection. When the
end comes for us will we become savages intent
on destroying each other, or will quiet reflection
and solemn thoughts take us softly to that dying
light. I for one hope for the latter.
— William F. Reed

FEB 10 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Contemplative + Poetic + Fascinating

Director: Mylissa Fitzsimmons
United States | 2020 | 76 min
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EVOLUTION
Director Kornél Mundruczó and Writer Kata Wéber
return after their English-language debut, Pieces of
a Woman, with a film with an even more impressive
formalism, one that’s emotionally astonishing at
every turn.
Evolution examines the generational trauma that’s
passed down from a Holocaust survivor
named Eva, to her daughter
Lena and grandson
Jonas. Decades
after she’s
rescued

and well into her old age, Eva is still
uncomfortable with divulging her family’s Jewish
heritage while Lena is desperate to prove their
identity so that they can receive reparations from
the German government and send Jonas to
school. An argument rages between the three
across time as the film considers the shifting seas
of their cultural identity and the personal stories
that help or haunt them in daily life.
Eva, Lena and Jonas’ stories are presented in
three distinct chapters, each as a long take that
first pulls you into their anxieties, then shows you
how they manage to keep their heads above
water. What begins as a dark journey into one of
history’s greatest horrors slowly becomes a
hopeful story about how this family continues to
survive, forging a place for themselves in a
Europe that is still grappling with the ripples from
the Holocaust. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 5 |

9:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Absorbing + Poignant + Surprising

Director: Kornél Mundruczó
Germany, Hungary | 2021 | 97 min
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GLOB LESSONS
While performing two-person low-budget
children’s theatre out of a minivan across the frozen
Upper Midwest, two aimless thirtysomething
strangers -- a repressed gay man and an enigmatic
woman with a wild streak – offers honest
interaction between Rodenburg and her co-star
and real-life friend Colin Froeber as their friendship
begins, resonates as honest, vulnerable
and hilarious.
There is that
transitional
period in

each of our lives where we end up at a job we
don’t particularly like, doing things we aren’t
particularly proud of, with people we don’t really
care for. But we tell ourselves that it’s a means to
an end. What we often don’t realize is that those
transitional times are when and where we find
ourselves and sometimes our best buds. The
frozen landscape of the upper Midwest in
America, where the film is set, is a perfect setting
that parallels that cold despondent time in their
lives.
This Directorial debut of Nicole Rodenburg (who
also stars) is a charming look at the forming of an
unlikely relationship between two very different
people who are determined to remain strangers.
Glob Lessons will leave you with a charming
nostalgia of that time in your life when you felt
the most miserable but also the freest.
— William F. Reed

FEB 7 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Relatable + Charming + Fun

Director: Nicole Rodenburg
United States | 2021 | 101 min
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GREAT FREEDOM
Franz Rogowski adds another magnetic
performance to his already notable career, playing
a persecuted gay man in 1968 Germany in one of
the year’s headlining queer films.
Under the infamous Paragraph 175 statute, Hans is
sentenced to 2 years in jail for his sexual liaisons
with other men and it quickly becomes
clear that he’s been through
this process before, as
he returns to
familiar faces
and old

habits. As we flash back through his prison
experiences, we get to meet his cellmate Viktor, a
convicted murderer who refuses to room with
him at first. Slowly though, the two form a bond
forged under the cruel treatment of the prison
system, as they try to help each other see the
next day.
As the film jumps back and forth in time,
connecting Hans’ stints in solitary confinement,
Great Freedom gives us historical insight into the
oppression borne from a law - even in the positive
images we see hold of post-war West Germany.
All the while, it keeps its focus on the personal,
and though their relationship is always on the
edge of tumultuous, we see the two men grow
closer together, as Hans finds himself returning to
the one constant in his life. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 8 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Unflinching + Historical + LGBTIQ2S+

Director: Sebastian Meise
Austria, Germany | 2021 | 116 min
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KENDRA AND BETH
It’s not easy being different when you live in a small

Thomas) who spends all of his time in his room

town. It’s even harder if you are queer. Beth (Kate

watching TV. That is until one day she happens

Lyn Sheil) works at a sausage company surrounded

upon the loose cannon of a spirit named Kendra

by the typical narrow-minded men you would

(Eleanore Pienta). Intrigued by this exciting and

expect to work at a small-town sausage

frightening new development in her life, Beth

warehouse. Life seems pretty mundane and

begins and unlikely friendship and that bleak,

washed out for Beth as the caretaker for both her

cyclical life she had been living is finally over - or

mother (Catherine Curtain) who’s

so it seems.

recently become a
widow and her
‘artist’ brother
(Whitmer

Kendra and Beth a perfect illustration of the way
human emotions, thoughts and desires live just
under the surface of our lives, often not shared or
discussed with a best friend but nonetheless
mulled over as we make dinner every night. The
film perfectly displays that swirling confusion
most relationships live and die by and how
sometimes, just sometimes we are able to find
ourselves in the messy aftermath.
— William F. Reed

FEB 10 |

2:45 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Genuine + Heartbreaking + Comic

Director: Dean Peterson
United States | 2021 | 82 min
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LANDLOCKED
We’ve all got family issues. Some are easier to
navigate than others, while some seem impossible
to reconcile. That’s the struggle Nick, played by
Dustin Gooch, must face in Landlocked. Nick is a
husband, a father and a son who receives ‘the call’
we all dread. The passing of his mother, while
devastating, is only the beginning of his problems
as it’s now his responsibility to inform his estranged
father of her passing. The hardest
part is coming to terms
with the fact that
he’s not calling

the man he knew, rather the woman she’s
become.
Landlocked is part road-movie, part
coming-of-age story, part family drama. The
quiet, subtle truth of overcoming one’s own
demons and moving on is the heart of this film.
The feelings of both pride and shame are brought
to life with the stunningly beautiful and haunting
images of the American south, captured by
Alexander Sablow.
Delia Kropp (recently transitioned herself) might
be the standout performance with her rendition
of Briana. The depth and honesty of the character
she portrays is stunning. When she’s on screen
the film takes on a sense of truth you might find
only in a documentary.
Landlocked reminds us that on our journey in life
we will change, and while those changes might
be difficult, in the end we are all human.
— William F. Reed

FEB 10 |

9:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Challenging + Quiet + Powerful

Director: Timothy Hall
United States | 2021 | 81 min
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LOVE, SPELLS,
AND ALL THAT
When they were teenagers, Eren and Reyhan fell in
love. However, their love affair was frowned upon,
and they were quickly torn apart by their families.

do with Eren but quickly realizes that Eren’s

Twenty years later, the two women find themselves

arrival might have been caused by a magical

mysteriously drawn together again.

force. Reyhan believes that she may have put a
love spell on Eren and now the two must decide

On the gorgeous island of Büyükada, Eren finds

how to proceed.

Reyhan, who has settled into a
new life with an ordinary

With stunning scenery and stellar performances,

man. At first,

Love, Spells and All That is a daring modern fairy

Reyhan wants
nothing to

tale that takes you on a journey with two lovers as
they try to lift an old spell while taking a trip
down memory lane. — Jacob Crepeault

FEB 10 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Mysterious + Adventurous + Picturesqe

Director: Ümit Ünal
Turkey | 2019 | 96 min
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LUNE
Set in 1994 against the backdrop of a
post-apartheid South Africa, Nelson Mandela’s
upcoming election triggers a manic episode in

care system and parenting. Written, starring,

Miriam, a South African-born Jew now living in

produced and co-directed by Aviva

Canada. Doing her best to raise her teenage

Armour-Ostroff, Lune is a remarkable and

daughter Eliza, who has recently started dating

insightful exploration of bipolar disorder. Based

Mike, her black boyfriend, Miriam struggles to gain

on her own experiences with her father’s mental

control of her mental well-being as
she navigates religion,
politics, a health

health challenges, Armour-Ostroff captivates us
with a raw and dynamic performance that
compassionately roots the film.
Although progress has been made toward mental

93

health awareness and support since the
mid-1990s, this award-winning film is a sobering
reminder that those who live with
manic-depressive illnesses fight a daily battle to
survive and maintain their lives and relationships.
— Alex Rogalski

FEB 7 |

2:45 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Personal + Compelling + Authentic

Directors: Aviva Armour-Ostroff, Arturo Perez Torres
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 107 min

PULSE

MOON,
66 QUESTIONS
When her father is diagnosed with Multiple
Sclerosis, Artemis is forced to return home to
Greece. At the hospital, she greets him by his first
name, which tells you everything you need to know
about just how estranged they’ve become.
As her father is unable to move on his own and
barely able to speak, she’s burdened with the
task of taking care of him while
untangling her own
feelings about their
relationship. In

quiet moments, Artemis play-acts her father,
re-hashing harsh conversations in an attempt to
try and understand how they got here. It’s only
when an unexpected revelation smacks her on
the forehead that she begins to see his bitter life
in a new light.
With this debut feature, Director Jacqueline
Lentzou softly announces herself as a new
cinematic voice, brushing up against the
experimental to introduce us to fresh new ways of
examining a character’s inner self. Like the agony
her father experiences learning to control his
body every day, Artemis’ stay becomes a slow,
awkward process of therapy. The more we see,
watching their intimate moments together, the
more desperate we grow for her to be embraced
by him - trembling in his arms, however weak
they may be. — Ammar Keshodia
Sample the flavours of Greece provided by
Ithaka at this in-person screening

FEB 9 |

8:15 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Intimate + Honest + Evocative

Director: Jacqueline Lentzou
Greece, France | 2020 | 108 min
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ON OUR OWN ISLAND
What makes a story worth telling is not birth or
death...those are both a given. What makes it
interesting is what you do in between the two.

Steven and Ellie’s story begins like a Hollywood

Never before has this concept been brought to the

script with a chance encounter and a hard body

screen in such an intimate way as in On Our Own

emerging from the ocean, I mean, come on. Years

Island, a love story told through intimate family

pass and include many successes such as the

footage captured by Sky Dylan-Robbins, the

birth of their daughter, successful careers and the

daughter of Steven Robbins and
Ellie Dylan.

creation of a beautiful home. But, as the saying
goes, life will find you in the end. Their sweet love
story is arrested in reality when one of them is
diagnosed with a potentially fatal disease.
95
We are brought along for the ride as the family
navigates the most difficult and life-altering
chapter in their story together. The openness of

FEB 10 |

4:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —

the Robbins family in sharing so much in this raw
home-movie format is one that will leave you,
quite literally, breathless. — William F. Reed

Personal + Sweet + Powerful

Directors: Sky Dylan-Robbins, Ellie Dylan

FEB 10 |

4:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Personal + Sweet + Powerful

Directors: Sky Dylan-Robbins, Ellie Dylan
United States | 2021 | 82 min
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SEE YOU THEN
Long after a harsh breakup, Kris and Naomi meet
to talk things through over dinner, leading to
intimate conversations and an unexpected
escalation where shocking secrets are revealed.
The film begins a decade after Kris abruptly
abandoned Naomi without a word. The two
women have not spoken since and over the course
of a single evening, they get to fill
in the blanks and answer
some of the
questions
around their

relationship in college. They talk about their
complex lives, new relationships and Kris’s
transition openly, adding an immense depth to the
beauty of queer storytelling.
See You Then is inspired by first time
writer/director Mari Walker’s own life and struggles
during her transition. The film brilliantly examines
the lives of two characters who explore the
universal truth that no matter how much you may
change, parts of you will always remain the same.
— Jacob Crepeault

FEB 6 |

9:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Relationships + Intimate + Emotional

Director: Mari Walker
United States | 2021 | 75 min
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SMALL BODY
In 1900 in northeastern Italy, Agata goes through a
hellish delivery to give birth to a stillborn daughter
who is quietly buried while she’s recovering. When
the village’s priest confesses that children who are
dead at birth can’t be given a name or baptized,
she hears whispers of a church in the snowy
mountains that can resurrect her daughter just long
enough to take a breath and be recognized under
the eyes of God.

Without telling anyone, Agata departs from her
small fishing community and sets out on a
tumultuous journey. It isn’t long before she meets
Lynx, an itinerant thief who wanders the region and
agrees to help guide her to this rumoured
sanctuary. Their expedition unfolds in what feels like
abridged real-time, as we’re alongside Agata and
her intense determination every step of the way.
Small Body takes a personal grief and expands it
across this mountainous region for a surprisingly
contemporary examination of the various ways in
which women inhabit this world. This striking first
narrative feature from Director Laura Samani isn’t
just a small-scale epic - it’s a thoughtful fable about
a mother’s desperate to give a name to her
daughter so that she may be remembered, even if
by no one else other than herself.
— Ammar Keshodia

FEB 12 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Voyaging + Spiritual + Compelling

Director: Laura Samani
Italy, France, Slovenia | 2021 | 89 min
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PULSE

SOMEONE LIKE ME
Drake is a gay asylum seeker from Uganda, who
immigrated to Canada after being sponsored by a
group of strangers from Vancouver’s LGBTQ+
community. Through this initiative they are
responsible for a year-long commitment to
financially support his resettlement and help him
navigate life in a new country. This sensitive and
uncompromising look at the contemporary realities
facing refugees challenges
assumptions and reveals
the diverse
expectations of
his sponsors.

The film follows the group as they confront
diverse expectations in their own personal lives.
Buteverything he knew in order to pursue a life
where he can express himself fully and finally love
whomever he chooses. Directors Steve Horlor and
Steve J. Adams immerse themselves in their
subjects’ lives providing an exceptional and
unfiltered glimpse into the meaning of
community and the sacrifices they are willing to
make for a life free from oppression.
— Alex Rogalski

FEB 5 |
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1:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Refugees + Community + Inspirational

Directors: Sean Horlor & Steve J. Adams
Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 80 min

PULSE

SON OF MONARCHS
Son of Monarchs, the second feature film by
director Alexis Gambis, presents Mendel, played by
up-and-coming actor Tenoch Huerta, as a young
Mexican geneticist working in New York City. A
family wake and then a wedding bring him back to
his hometown, Angangueo, in the state of
Michoacán in central Mexico, where for millennia,
each winter the monarch butterfly has concluded
its migrating destination. The
winged creature, studied
by Mendel in his
laboratory, is a
fitting

symbol of his own destiny, which makes him fly
across borders and assume different identities.
His career as a scientist, though successful, does
not seem to fulfil his yearning for meaning. His
trips back home force him to face his childhood
memories, traumas, and a family feud, in a plot
that weaves his quest for self-discovery with
family traditions, a new-found love, a spiritual
awakening and the facts of life. — Dan Russek
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FEB 12 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Cross-Cultural + Thoughtful + Environmental

Director: Alexis Gambis
Mexico | 2021 | 97 min

PULSE
DOCUMENTARY

STILL MAX
Canadian artist Max Dean developed a body of
work often focused on themes of destruction and
rehabilitation. Best known as the co-creator of a
robotic chair that collapses and reconstructs itself,
his sculptures have an element of humour and
absurdity built into their highly engineered devices.
When he receives a prostate cancer diagnosis, he
by his partner Martha Fleury’s discovery of her
aggressive ovarian cancer and the
world entering a
pandemic. If that
wasn’t enough,
his long-time

studio is threatened by demolition and
redevelopment. Grappling with their respective
diseases, they confront life the best way they
know how - by creating art inspired by it. Director
Katherine Knight elegantly follows Dean through
his whimsical creative process, taking us into the
mind of a fascinating artist who is acknowledging
his mortality and reflecting on the past, present
and unpredictable future. — Alex Rogalski
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FEB 10 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Creativity + Vulnerability + Enlightenment

Director: Katherine Knight
Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 79 min

PULSE

SWEETHEART
AJ is a smart - if a little intense - socially awkward
teenager. She is less than impressed when her
overbearing mum Tina insists on taking her and her
two sisters on an old-fashioned family getaway to a
holiday park in Dorset. The ensemble cast portrays
well-rounded characters, performed with
sweetness and heart - but this film belongs to AJ.
She is defiant, reclusive and unconvinced by her
mum’s happy-go-lucky rejection
of homophobia. For AJ,
planning her
gap-year escape
from her

family is much more stimulating than engaging
herself in a tacky holiday - that is until she lays
eyes on a glamorous lifeguard called Isla. What
could be a twee and condescending
coming-of-age comedy is instead a tender, deeply
relevant portrayal of a queer Gen Z experience
that balances the humour, pathos and
awkwardness of adolescence with remarkable
craft. Newcomer Nell Barlow, in her first major
screen role, is a revelation - demonstrating talent
well beyond her years. Though the genre is well
trodden, Sweetheart avoids the familiar tropes of
teen trauma and angst and instead finds its energy
in the hope and excitement of falling in love and
the sometimes-painful strains of family bonds.
— Joanna Duncombe

FEB 11 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Hilarious + Sweet + Awkward

Director: Marley Morrison
United Kingdom | 2021 | 103 min
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PULSE

TAHARA
Tahara, the first feature by director Olivia Peace,
traverses the troubled waters of first queer love in
all its awkward glory, magnificently subverting the

death of a classmate, Hannah convinces Carrie to

coming-of-age genre.

practice kissing for educational purposes. The
transformative first kiss between the friends

Carrie (Madeline Grey DeFreece) and Hannah

ignites a suppressed spark in Carrie while Hannah

(Rachel Sennott) have been best friends since

shrugs off the encounter as if it were nothing.

childhood. During a grief
counselling session
following the

While the rest of the school tries to come to
terms with the tragedy of their classmate, Carrie
and Hannah are devoured by their own toxic
relationship.
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Tahara is an adventurous tale of love and loss,
combining deadpan humour with whimsical visual
cues - a cautionary story of what happens when
you fall for your best friend. — Jacob Crepeault

FEB 5 |

1:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Youthful + Quirky + Unorthodox

Director: Olivia Peace
United States | 2020 | 82 min

PULSE

THE ATLANTIC
CITY STORY
The seemingly quiet and simple life of Jane
(Jessica Hecht) changes quite drastically the day
she walks out the door bound for Atlantic City,
perhaps never to return. The Atlantic City Story
takes us on a journey of self-discovery, forgiveness
and spontaneousness that we as humans hold
deep within us.
The film explores how at times the seemingly
simple decisions we make eventually become
those which defines us. We do
what’s expected of us or
what people expect of
our character,
completely
forgetting
that we

are continuously evolving and growing and that
sometimes we need to fall headfirst into trouble
in order to find balance in our lives. That’s exactly
what happens to Jane when she meets a much
younger man, Arthur (Mike Faist) a young grifter,
half her age who’s got a nasty taste for gambling.
As the two begin an unlikely relationship it
becomes clear that although losing yourself for a
season can be necessary and rejuvenating, it can
also lead to dark places.
Written and Directed by Henry Butash, the film's
exploration of Jane and Arthur’s fractured lives in
the empty and dead concrete spaces of Atlantic
City aligns perfectly with the way at times life is
full of colour and vibrancy but at others we live
and decay in desolation. The duality between
what’s supposed to be a fun and happy place and
the reality of Atlantic City’s stark emptiness gives
the film a sense of grit and honesty.
While we all find solace in reinventing ourselves,
we must be careful that who we become doesn’t
find us further away from where we began.
— William F. Reed

FEB 9 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Honest + Authentic + Inspiring

Director: Henry Butash
United States | 2020 | 91 min
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PULSE
LES JEUNES AMANT

THE YOUNG LOVERS
When Shauna first meets a young doctor named
Pierre, she shares a vulnerable moment with him as
he tends to her dying friend. 15 years later, he’s in
his 40s, with a wife and two children when he
bumps into her again. Shauna, now in her 70s, lives
a calm life retired from a storied career as an
architect. As the two share an unexpected evening
together, Pierre soon becomes taken by her
elegance and the two begin a
romantic affair.

Played by Fanny Ardant, one of France’s most
admired actresses, Shauna starts to re-experience
feelings and sensations she thought left long
behind by her age. She can’t help but gaze
lovingly at Pierre and his youthful charisma, which
only makes her more conscious of the gap
between them. When Shauna’s faculties begin to
fail, she pushes Pierre away, begging him not to
turn his life upside for a woman with no future.
Gracefully directed by Carine Tardieu, The Young
Lovers questions romantic stereotypes while
paving a new feminine perspective on intimacy in
old age. Not only does it feature a narrative with a
unique role for an older woman, but it recognizes
that when it comes to love, as long as you’re alive,
the story isn’t over. — Ammar Keshodia

FEB 4 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Graceful + Unique + Passionate

Director: Carine Tardieu
France, Belgium | 2021 | 112 min
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TINGLE
Hair-raising chillers, exciting
whodunnits, and cryptic
question marks.

TINGLE

BABY, DON’T CRY
The underlying danger and fear that comes from
being a young person in this wild world is forefront
in Baby, Don’t Cry directed by Jesse Dvorak.

spirals out of control to the point where it seems
there is no way back for anyone.

Dark and haunting, this film explores the gritty
reality of Baby, a Chinese immigrant living at home

The sense of danger is real in this film, much like

with her mother as she thrusts herself into the

the horror of watching an innocent toddler who’s

world of Fox, a delinquent teen
terrorizing the streets of
Seattle. Their
sordid love
affair

just learning to walk, lumber to the edge of a cliff.
Often while watching the film, you may wonder if
what we are witnessing is really happening to
Baby or if it’s something she’s dreamed up.
Infused with vivid hallucinations and guerilla style
cinematography, this film is sure to leave you
happy when the lights come up.
— William F. Reed

FEB 9 |

4:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Raw + Absorbing + Unsettling

Director: Jesse Dvorak
United States | 2021 | 90 min
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TINGLE

THE EXAM
Winner of the Crystal Globe Competition and the
International Federation of Film Critics (FIPRESCI)
award at the Karlovy Vary International Film
Festival, Shawkat Amin Korki’s suspenseful and
closely-observed drama, The Exam, is a trenchant
commentary on women’s inferior status in Kurdish
Iraq and across the Middle East. It is also a wry
exposé of the way corruption and zealotry can
permeate subtly through a society.
Tension in the film’s narrative
builds as Shilan (Avan
Jamal), unhappily
married to a
controlling
husband,

desperately seeks to protect her younger sister,
Rojin (Vania Salar), from an arranged marriage.
That unwelcome prospect will ensue if Rojin, an
indifferent student still mourning her boyfriend’s
disappearance two years earlier, fails her
university entrance exams. At high cost, Shilan
signs Rojin up for a (literally underground)
cheating scheme, but events spiral out of control
for both sisters.
Forcibly exiled from Iraqi Kurdistan himself until
1999, Korki chooses to emphasize starkly realist
elements in The Exam, his fourth feature film
since 2006. These include the casting of
non-professional actors for his two leading female
roles. Yet the film also contains lyrical elements,
such as its mournful water symbolism.
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The Exam comments shrewdly on corruption’s
penetrating influence, but also on self-righteous
fanaticism among those who crusade against it.
Set against the backdrop of the bloody 2017
ousting of ISIS from Mosul, Korki’s compelling
drama conveys a double bind: the film’s female
characters are, like Iraq, forced to rely on rescuers
whose involvement leads to dangerously
unforeseen consequences. — Lincoln Z. Shlensky

FEB 5 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Drama + Suspense + Women

Director: Shawkat Amin Korki
Iraqi Kurdistan, Germany, Qatar | 2021 | 89 min

TINGLE

LA CONTEMPLATION DU MYSTÈRE

THE MONARCH

Though it never crosses the line from chiller to
horror, fans of A24’s brand of psychedelic thrills
should take note of this splendid Québecois
supernatural mystery from writer/director Alberic
Aurteneche. A year after his father's suspicious
hunting accident, Éloi (Emmanuel Schwartz)
returns to the remote land he has inherited to take
part in a strange tribute by a local hunting lodge
where his father was a member. He
also intends to confront
his recurring
nightmares with

an unconventional method involving homebrewed
DMT while he is alone in nature. This plan is
complicated by encounters with a mysterious
foreign traveller the hunters call “the Indian”, who
comes every hunting season to stalk an enigmatic
deer known as “the Monarch” with legendary
(possibly magical) antlers.
As the Monarch begins to make its presence
known, many different players in this game reveal
their hidden motivations in a hallucinatory
conclusion. This is a confident debut from a
director sure to be a strong presence in
Québecois and Canadian film. — Bryan Skinner

FEB 4 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Mystery + Legend + Psychedelia

Director: Alberic Aurteneche
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 100 min
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SHORT BURSTS
Four energetic programmes of
short film presenting interesting
stories and new voices.

A selection of short animation, narrative, documentary and
experimental films from indigenous creators from many
nations across Canada.

SHORT
BURSTS

INDIGENOUS
ƛaʔuukʷiatḥ (Tla-o-qui-aht) Dugout Canoe
Steven Davies | Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 11 min

After working as a clearcut logger in what is now known as the Clayoquot
Sound, master carver and land defender Joe Martin reconciles his past by
revitalizing the ancestral knowledge and artistic practice of the traditional
Tla-o-qui-aht dugout canoe.

Hop Along Hang On
Cobra Collins | Canada - Alberta | 2021 | 4 min
How do you take back a story you didn't know was yours? How do you move
forward while embracing and understanding your past? Follow Rose the
rabbit as she seeks her way back home. A poetic story of reclamation, recovery and reconciliation by spoken word artist Cobra Collins.

Angakusajaujuq - The Shaman's Apprentice
Zacharias Kunuk | Canada - Nunavut | 2021 | 20 min
A young shaman must face her first test—a trip underground to visit Kannaaluk, The One Below, who holds the answers to why a community member has
become ill. Facing dark spirits and physical challenges, she must trust her
mentor and grandmother's teachings and learn to control her fear.
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SHORT
BURSTS
Meneath: The Hidden Island of Ethics
Terril Calder | Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 19 min
Meneath: The Hidden Island of Ethics charts a challenging journey for a
precocious Métis baby girl as she contemplates her path to Hell

kwêskosîw (she whistles)
Thirza Cuthand | Canada - Saskatchewan | 2021 | 12 min
En route to her girlfriend's place on a night when the Northern Lights are
out, a 2-Spirit nêhiyaw woman is assaulted by her cab driver. Amidst the
struggle, she discovers a deadly supernatural power that may help her solve
the mystery of her mother's disappearance.

Kiri and The Girl
Grace Dove| Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 22 min
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Based on the experiences of Tlingit artist Kiri Geen as she reconnected and
reclaimed her Indigenous heritage after her adoption, "Kiri and The Girl"
follows young Kiri as she navigates losing her mother and is guided to
becoming her true self.

The Future Innu
Stéphane Nepton | Canada - Québec | 2021 | 6 min
An ode to the land in relation to the director’s double identity as an urban
Indigenous person. A story that is both personal and poetic.

INDIGENOUS

FEB 7 |

5:30 PM

— CINEMA ONBOARD —
Canada | 2021 | 75 min program

A collection of films that locate their subjects in the social
order and examine different responses to their situations;
sometimes resistance, sometimes despair, sometimes finding
well-earned laughs!

SHORT
BURSTS

POLITICAL ANIMALS
See You Garbage!
Romain Dumont | Canada - Québec | 2021 | 17 min
For Christmas, three garbage collectors, Élie, Nino and Belz, are surprised to
be received for dinner at the house of the Prime Minister and the First Lady.
They go there, enthusiastic and candid, without suspecting that on the menu
is a painful series of disappointments and manipulations in store for them.

The Militiaman
David Peter Hansen | USA | 2021 | 32 min
In the hills of rural Pennsylvania, the leader of a local militia prepares his
troops for the turbulent political landscape of 2020 while at war with his own
conscience.
For over ten years, 48-year-old Iraqi War Veteran and machinist Christian
Yingling has commanded a troop of private militiamen and women concerned with the government’s infringement on their constitutional rights. The
group practices paramilitary drills, stockpiles food and ammo, and attends
gun rights rallies in preparation for a doomsday scenario. Now that a worldwide pandemic has hit, followed by a summer of racial injustice protests and
a Presidential election like no other, Christian—out of work and nearly out of
money—must confront his allegiance and choose to act or not.

The Still Image and the Labour Process: An Agitka
Ailín Ó Dálaigh | Victoria | 2021 | 6 min
The Still Image and the Labour Process: An Agitka is an experimental short
film made in the style of a silent Soviet agitational-propaganda short (agitka).
In proper Soviet, or perhaps Vertovian, fashion, it argues through intertitles
and montage that cinema is a weapon for destroying the commodifying
effects of still photography.
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SHORT
BURSTS
The Train
Javad Matouri | Iran | 2021 | 3 min
The audience is introduced to a happy man, riding a flying bicycle in the
beautiful blue sky. We soon realize that he is actually in a very different
place, and his efforts are being harnessed for evil purposes in this animated
Iranian short.

Toshie the Nihilist
Matthew Chozick | Japan | 2021 | 15 min
Cryptocurrency exchange secretary Toshie (Rino Higa) ought to be
celebrating the release of her boyfriend (Taro Yabe) from jail. Instead, a freak
accident compels her to swim from Japan to Hawaii with the child of an
American-Vietcong war hero.
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Louise from 9 to 5
Julien G. Marcotte | Canada - Québec | 2021 | 12 min
Louise works as a human resources advisor. She operates in a tense work
environment in which power dynamics take many forms. Trying to manage a
conflict between the interests of the company and those of the employees,
Louise will be confronted with various means of pressure, oscillating
between contempt and violence. Her choice will have serious repercussions.

POLITICAL ANIMALS

FEB 8 |

5:30 PM

— CINEMA ONBOARD —
Canada | 2021 | 75 min program

Some of humanity’s most enduring artifacts are the sports and
games passed down from antiquity. These stories revolve
around the games we play with others and with ourselves.

SHORT
BURSTS

GAMES WE PLAY
Trophy
Sandra Coppola | Canada - Québec | 2020 | 15 min
Dominique, a shy and introverted teenager, wants just one thing: to become
the best hockey player in her league. Her father, acting as her personal trainer,
expects no less. But when she secures a coveted trophy, whose win is it?

Play It Again
Dan Abramovici | Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 9 min
On the eve of Erin’s departure to a new job in a new city, her best friend Kitty
invites her over for their last movie night together. Little does Erin know that
Kitty has a grand romantic gesture planned - a gesture worthy of the greatest
romcom. But life hardly plays out like a movie and Kitty must make the
decision -- does she tell Erin that she loves her? Or does she simply watch her
best friend get on that plane?

Osha
Rasha Amer | United Arab Emirates | 2021 | 15 min
Osha follows a mother (Aysha) and daughter (Osha) as they travel through
the desert hunting with falcons, the traditional Emirati method that has been
passed down through the generations. Osha is the youngest female falconer
in the Emirates, practicing a tradition that is male-dominated. Ever since she
was a young girl, Aysha knew her daughter was different. Unafraid of the
magnificent hunting falcons, Osha treats her falcons as family.
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SHORT
BURSTS
Cancelled Stamp
Joyce Kline | Victoria | 2021 | 13 min
When sex comes between aging conjoined vaudevillians, each sister must
make her own life & death choice.

Rocks and Crows
Anne Thorens | Switzerland | 2020 | 4 min
Lucas is playing in the yard of his building with his plastic pistol. But his
game takes another twist when he starts playing with crows.
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Russian Vodka
Julien G. Marcotte | Iran | 2021 | 12 min
In the slums of an Iranian Kurdish town, we meet Hakim, a teenaged boy
whose father makes bets on local footraces. When his father’s involvement
with criminal elements threaten his family, Hakim realizes the rules of the
game have changed.

GAMES WE PLAY

FEB 9 |

5:30 PM

— CINEMA ONBOARD —
Canada | 2021 | 75 min program

“Time is the longest distance between two places.” (Tennessee
Williams) A collection of films that touch upon the effects of time,
on the cycle of life, on human relationships, and on the places we
inhabit.

SHORT
BURSTS

THE LONGEST DISTANCE
Roy
Tom Berkeley & Ross White | UK | 2021 | 16 min
Trapped in a lonely existence, reclusive widower Roy (Harry Potter/GoT
alumnus David Bradley) passes the days by cold calling strangers from the
phone book, looking for brief moments of companionship. But when he
accidentally calls adult hotline worker Cara (Oscar® winner Rachel Shenton),
an unlikely friendship is born that will help them both rediscover the joy of
life. From the Academy Award® Winning team behind The Silent Child, Roy
is a funny, heart-warming tale of two lost souls who find companionship just
when they need it most.
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Old Fox
Briana Rayner | Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 4 min
A daughter questions her father's mental health and mysterious death.

The Deliberate Death of My Father
Rose Katché | Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 13 min
Zoey enters a hair salon to dye her hair for the first time. As she questions
her decision, she replays her recent graduation dinner where an explosive
fight becomes a chance to settle an old score. Will changing her hair be a
final defiance or the first act of something more meaningful?

SHORT
BURSTS
Islands
Darren Borrowman | Canada - B.C. | 2021 | 16 min
Following the tragic loss of her husband, Marian finds herself caught in a
time warp of memories when she visits the remote island where he disappeared.

Oneironautic
Vanessa Magic | Canada - Ontario | 2021 | 5 min
Oneironautic: the ability to travel within a dream on a conscious basis. This
Afro-Surrealist film asks the question of where do you go when you dream
at night? As a dream warrior questions her path, she faces herself in her
mind.

Penelakut - Returning to the Healing Circle
Peter Campbell | Canada - Victoria | 2021 | 28 min
Twenty-five years after the ground-breaking documentary, Kuper Island ~ Return to
the Healing Circle was released, the filmmakers were invited to return to the Island to
document an important community event. The original film documented three men
who were sexually abused at the school. Penelakut ~ Returning to the Healing Circle
looks at the dramatic changes in their lives and how their children, the 'Intergenerational Survivors', have dealt with living in the shadow of their parents’ trauma.

A Matter of Time
Yang Liu | USA/China | 2021 | 12 min
During the large-scale demolition and construction going on in a small town
in China, an independent and empty-nest grandma YING (70s), who is in the
early stage of Alzheimer’s, confronts the pressure of moving into a local
public nursing home, persuaded by her daughter XIAO YU (30s) who works
as a construction worker in a big city.

THE LONGEST
DISTANCE

FEB 10 |

5:30 PM

— CINEMA ONBOARD —
Canada | 2021 | 75 min program
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POSTERFUL :

AN ART EXHIBIT
Classic film posters. You know them, you love them, they elicit wonderful memories of films gone
by. But we can’t just leave it there!
We’ve asked 10 local artists to re-interpret their favourite indie film poster.
From February 4 – 13 the Atrium lobby will have the original poster and the re-interpreted art work
side by side – yes, we’re playing with your mind and we think a new way of looking at something
can be good for the brain.

THE ARTISTS:
Ash Wilson

Darlene Gait

Enda Burke

Fargo

Donnie Darko

Eraserhead

Laura Gildner

Luke Ramsey

Maggie M. Blair

Rosemary’s Baby

500 Days of Summer

Eternal Sunshine
of the Spotless Mind

Nathan Smith

Sade Alexis

Do the Right Thing

Moonlight

Simeon Goa

TY Didmon

The Full Monty

Fear and Loathing

February 4 - 13
ATRIUM LOBBY
808 YATES ST.
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$30

WELCOME TO THE METAVERSE!
Bring a smartphone, board a boat in the Inner
Harbour, and join Brett Gaylor (documentary
filmmaker) and Mike Wozniewski (President & CTO,
Hololabs) for a hands-on demonstration and
interactive conversation about their
augmented-reality Instagram “meta-documentary”.
Discover the power and perils of facial-recognition
data-harvesting technologies — and how to make your
“metaverse” a “better-verse”.
Moderated by UVic’s David Leach and SFU’s Kate
Hennessy.
Seating limited, to register call (250) 389-0444
BRETT GAYLOR is a documentary filmmaker and
interactive producer. His interactive series Do Not
Track is the recipient of the International
Documentary Association award for best nonfiction
series, the 2016 Peabody Award, and the Prix Gemaux
for Best Interactive Series. His short OK Google
animated a year of his son Rowan’s accidental voice
searches and received the 2019 Webby Award. His
2008 feature Rip! A Remix Manifesto was the recipient
of audience choice prizes at festivals from Amsterdam
to South Africa, broadcast in 20 countries, and seen
by millions of people worldwide on Netflix, Hulu and
The Pirate Bay. His most recent project Discriminator
premiered at the 2021 Tribeca Film Festival.
MIKE WOZNIEWSKI i has 20 years of experience
developing interactive software, mixed reality
experiences, and video games. He started Hololabs in
2011 to create augmented reality (AR) apps for mobile
devices, and has since developed a variety of
interactive works for the National Film Board of
Canada, the Society for Arts & Technology, Kid Koala,
the Vancouver Olympics, and some of the biggest
theme parks in world.
KATE HENNESSY is an Associate Professor
specializing in Media at Simon Fraser University’s
School of Interactive Arts and Technology. As an
anthropologist of media and the director of the
Making Culture Lab, her research, art, and curatorial
work explores the impacts of new memory
infrastructures and cultural practices of media,
museums, and archives in the context of
technoscience.
DAVID LEACH is the Director of the Digital
Storytelling & Social Simulation Lab in the Department
of Writing at the University of Victoria.

ZOOM IN

IN CONVERSATION
WITH TOM SKERRITT
Born in Detroit, two-time Golden Globe nominee and Emmy
Award winner, Tom Skerrit, enlisted in the US Air Force after
finishing high school. When discharged, he went to Wayne
State University, then transferred to UCLA as an English major,
interested in storytelling. He first experienced acting as a
necessity for effective screenwriting and directing. A
performance in theater, led to an acting role in WAR HUNT,
where he met young NY hopefuls, Robert Redford and the late
Sydney Pollock. Soon after that he met, Robert Altman, a TV
director, with whom he mentored until Altman was hired to do a
feature film for 20th Century Fox. Altman hired Skerritt to act in
Altman’s classic, M*A*S*H. That good fortune, led
to several other classics, in the 1970’s;
HAROLD AND MAUDE, THE
TURNING POINT, ALIEN,
STEEL MAGNOLIAS, TOP
GUN, A RIVER RUNS
THROUGH IT,
CONTACT.

He is the lead actor in EAST OF THE MOUNTAINS, a movie
made locally from David Guterson’s book of the same name.
He has recently been awarded the Mary Pickford Award from
INDEPENDENT PRESS ACADEMY.
He and Kathy Baker worked together in David Kelley’s, Award
winning TV series, PICKET FENCES, for which he and Ms
Baker were awarded Emmys.
Skerritt acted on Broadway in John Grisham’s, A TIME TO
KILL, and performed with the Pacific NW Ballet as Don
Quixote 2012 and 2015. His mentors were directors Robert
Altman, Hal Ashby, Ridley and Tony Scott. His primary writing
influence was Stuart Stern.
Along with screenwriter, Stuart Stern, Skerritt and other story
educators, founded The Film School in Seattle, to engage the
importance and craft of storytelling in film. At the end of the
Iraq, Afghanistan wars, he expanded the program to
transitioning PTS vets at JBLM, Fort Lewis. The program, RED
BADGE PROJECT, now serves several Veteran Centers in
Washington state, helping women and Vietnam vets
re-connect with themselves.
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Just prior to Covid 19 arrival, along with Julie Tokashiki, his
wife, they developed a PNW life style focused media content
provider, TRIPLE SQUIRRELS. The content, of which, is
EVRGRN channel 284 via streaming STIRR app. EVRGRN
channel is now available on five other streaming channels,
reaching out to a potential 10 million viewers
He is now writing a memoir and two new screenplays

FEB 6 |

6:45 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Film Critic Richard Crouse
interviews American actor Tom Skerritt

ZOOM IN

EAST OF THE MOUNTAINS
The legendary Tom Skerritt portrays retired
widowed heart surgeon Ben Givens in this

coil” . While looking for a spot in the forest to end

acclaimed drama adapted from a story by David

his life, a chain of events leads him to a new friend

Guterson (Snow falling on Cedars). Dr. Givens

Anita (Annie Gonzalez) and a reckoning with his

decides against telling his daughter Renee (Mira

memories of his youth.

Sorvino) about a diagnosis of terminal cancer,
opting instead to head to his childhood stomping
grounds in eastern Washington
state with his trusty dog
Rex to negotiate his
“shuffling off
this mortal

Co-producer Jane Charles is beloved by many in
the Victoria film community, known for bringing
many quality productions here. Both Skerritt and
Director SJ Chiro are receiving major acclaim for
this film, with the Hollywood Reporter describing
it as “a quiet gem”, and the Seattle Times
proclaiming it a “movie solidly anchored by
Skerritt's disciplined, deeply felt work. It's one of
the best performances of his career.”
— Bryan Skinner

FEB 6 |

8:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Memories + Relationships + Home

Director: S.J. Chiro
USA | 2021 | 93 min
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ZOOM IN

JAMMIES & TOONS
WOLFWALKERS
The ritual of Sunday morning animations and
unhealthy cereal returns to The Vic. Come on Mom,
just this once! Come in your pajamas (no holes
please) and for the parents, there is delicious
Fernwood coffee to get your day off to a great start.
Wolfwalkers tells story of Robyn Goodfellowe, a
young apprentice hunter from beyond
Ireland’s shores whose hunter
father is tasked with
destroying the last
wolf pack.

Adventuring beyond the city walls, Robyn meets
the mysterious girl Mebh, who comes from a
people rumored to be able to magically transform
into wolves at night. Secrets are revealed as
Robyn and her new friend work together to find
Mebh’s mother, secrets that that put Robyn at
odds with her father and the Lord Protector who
brought them to Ireland.
Wolfwalkers is the third film in a trilogy by Tomm
Moore and Ross Stewart celebrating the folklore
of their native Ireland. Like the Secret of Kells
(2009) and Song of the Sea (2014), the film uses
their signature “wood block print’ animation style.
And while it is a children’s film, parents will be
able to see why it was nominated for best
animated film at the 2021 Academy awards,
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Golden Globes and the BAFTAs. — Bryan Skinner

FEB 13 |

11:00 AM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Magic + Folklore + Animation

Director: Tomm Moore & Ross Stewart
Ireland/Luxembourg/France | 2020 | 103 min

ZOOM IN

CINEVIC
CineVic Society of Independent Filmmakers is pleased to continue our longstanding relationship with the Victoria Film
Festival. Please join us for a presentation of local short film highlights from our programming over the past year,

⚡

including: Film Slam, One Take Super 8 Event, CINE SPARK, and our own Short Circuit Film Festival.
CineVic is a local society that provides equipment, training and community for independent filmmakers.

OUR CHANGING WORLDS
Steven Thomas Davies | 2020 | Victoria | 9 minutes
During the COVID-19 pandemic, Tla'amin host Michelle Washington collects
Indigenous wisdom and perspectives of pandemics via split screen video
conferencing. Screened at Short Circuit Pacific Rim Film Festival 2021.
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FINDING THE BALANCE
Steve Sxwithul’txw | 2020 | Victoria | 15 minutes
First Nations on southern Vancouver Island are working to protect their
territorial waters, and these young divers are leading the way. Screened at
Short Circuit Pacific Rim Film Festival 2021.

3 OUT OF 9
Ian Sebelius | 2021 | Victoria | 3 minutes
A collage of moving images documenting a family get-together to celebrate
Charene Sebelius's birthday. Created for the One Take Super 8 Event 2021.

FEB 6 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —

ZOOM IN
POP!
Kemi Craig & Joshua Ngenda | 2021 | Victoria | 3 minutes
Pop! is a short film that explores the space of anticipation, amplifying the
connections between the experiences of the bodies onscreen and the
physical responses to the bodies of those in the audience. Created for the
One Take Super 8 Event 2021.

ᒥᑭᓯᑲᐦᑕ :: mikisikahta :: BEAD IT
Eli Hirtle | 2021 | Victoria | 3 minutes
An exploration of nêhiyaw beadwork practices through connections to body,
land, and spirit. Filmed on the lands of the ləkʷəŋən people. Music by
Matthew Cardinal. Created for the One Take Super 8 Event 2021.

UPSTREAM
Michelle Frey | 2021 | Victoria | 3 minutes
A sketch, an experiment of sorts, unfettered…a river. Embracing flux, chaos
and unpredictability. Created for the One Take Super 8 Event 2021.

ERSATZ CATS
Suzanne Moreau | 2021 | Victoria | 3 minutes
A cross between a home cat video and the musical Cats!. Think 'Victor,
Victoria' fluidity but for cats -- people playing cats playing people playing
cats -- with a cameo by a cat playing a cat. Created for the One Take Super
8 Event 2021.

BUBBA LOU
Jim Knox | 2020 | Victoria | 14 minutes
A woman with Down syndrome goes looking for her brother -- the condition
she finds him in, and her attempt to help him, make her question what words
like 'home' and 'care' really mean. Screened at Short Circuit Pacific Rim Film
Festival 2020.
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ZOOM IN
JACK BE QUICK
Sarah Nicole Faucher | 2020| Victoria | 4 minutes
A hired killer waits to meet his client for an assignment only to discover, too
late, that he is the intended target for past wrongs. Screened at Short Circuit
Pacific Rim Film Festival 2021.

LUCID
Deanna Milligan | 2020 | Victoria | 16 minutes
A 1990s art student digs deep to find her true artistic voice, expressing it
in a bizarre and gory way, shocking and delighting those who
underestimated her talents. CINE SPARK 2019 winning pitch by writer
Claire Robertson; Audience Choice award winner at Short Circuit Pacific
Rim Film Festival 2021.

⚡

CARISSIMA (DEAREST)
Anik Desmarais-Spencer & Sonya Chwyl | 2021 | Victoria | 4 minutes
A young man rents out a boat to a series of eccentric strangers. Created in
48 hours for Film Slam 2021; selected for The 48 Film Fest screening in 2022
in Toronto.

HAIR TODAY, GREY TOMORROW
Clayton Neuwirth, Octavian Kaul, Eric Yue, Lance Birley | 2021 | Victoria | 4 minutes
A man must come to grips with the physical effects of aging. Created in 48
hours for Film Slam 2021; selected for The 48 Film Fest screening in 2022 in
Toronto.

CINEVIC

FEB 6 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
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DAY

1

SPRINGBOARD

SPRINGBOARD 2022

A two-day industry event that takes a deep dive into the future of Cinema. Day One features forward-thinking
panels with Industry leaders while Day Two offers you opportunities to pitch to decision makers and get your
project moving ahead.

SPRINGBOARD PANELS
Saturday, 5 February

How COVID has changed our industry 9:30 AM |

Pacific

A.
G ar
cia

Wherever You Go, There You Are: The Media Multiverse 2022
A peek inside the multi-screen wonderland from Harold Gronenthal, Executive Vice
President, programming and marketing for AMC Networks International.

The Future of Cinema after COVID 10:30 AM |

A.
B oc
co

Pacific

A panel moderated by Harold Gronenthal with:
Hussain Amarshi, Founder and President, Mongrel Media
Robin Smith, CEO of Blue Ice Docs Inc., the Head of Factual Content at levelFILM
Arianna Bocco, President, IFC Films
Alex Garcia, EVP, Creative Affairs, Legendary Pictures

Creating after COVID 11:30 AM |

B.
Ob
erli

Pacific

Pacific

Hank Intven, Adjunct Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Victoria in conversation with Ian Scott,
Chair of the CRTC followed by a panel with:
Valerie Creighton, President & CEO, Canada Media Fund
Christa Dickenson, CEO & Executive Director, Telefilm Canada
Prem Gill, CEO, Creative BC
Christina Jennings, Chairman & CEO, Shaftesbury
Carlyn Klebuc, General Manager of Original Programming, Bell Media
Sally Catto, General Manager - Entertainment, Factual and Sports, CBC

SpringBoard will be held
online only

H.
In t v
en

Gr
on
e n th al

.
H

A panel of broadcasters + funders moderated by Pat Ferns, Vice-President, Victoria Film Festival with:
Kerry Moraes-Sugiyama, Manager Original Programming, Western Region, APTN
Rachel Goldstein-Couto, Head of Development, Original Programming, Bell Media
Lea Marin, Director of Development, Drama, CBC
Kathleen Meek, Manager, Original Content, Drama and Factual, Corus Entertainment
Patrice Ramsay, Producer, Independent Productions, Knowledge
Teri Snelgrove, Producer, BC & Yukon Studios, National Film Board of Canada
Mathew Parry, Interim Manager Creative Industry Programs, Creative BC

The Future of Canadian Content 3:30 PM |

.J
en
nin g s

Pacific

C

Pitching after COVID/What We Are Looking For? 2:30 PM |
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.D
ic k
e nso n

C

A panel moderated by Rudy Buttignol, President and CEO, Knowledge Network Corporation with:
Yung Chang, Filmmaker, Canada
Bettina Oberli, Filmmaker, Switzerland
Trish Dolman, President, Screen Siren Pictures Inc.
Steve Sxwithul’txw, President of Kwassen Productions / OCM Productions Inc.
John Cassini, Actor/Producer, UBCP/ACTRA

C.
K le
buc

H
.A
ma
rshi

We are all in this

together

DAY

2

SPRINGBOARD

SPRINGBOARD 2022
SRINGBOARD ONE-ON-ONE MEETINGS
Sunday, 6 February - 9:00 am Pacific
Kerry Moraes-Sugiyama, Manager Original Programming, Western Region, APTN
Rachel Goldstein-Couto, Head of Development, Original Programming, Bell Media
Lea Marin, Director of Development, Drama, CBC
Kathleen Meek, Manager, Original Content, Drama and Factual, Corus Entertainment (Kathleen
will be taking pitches on Monday rather than Sunday)
Patrice Ramsay, Producer, Independent Productions, Knowledge
Teri Snelgrove, Producer, BC & Yukon Studios, National Film Board of Canada
Mathew Parry, Interim Manager Creative Industry Programs, Creative BC

Booking pitches for Springboard is on a first come, first served basis. Three meetings are guaranteed.
If there are extra spaces after everyone is booked then we can offer more meeting opportunities on a
last-minute basis.
Once you purchase a pass you will receive an email directing you where to send an email with up to
5 names of people you would like to pitch – in order of preference.
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Some things have changed and some are back to normal – well
except you need to present your vaccination card and ID at all
Victoria Film Festival events. Indoor screenings and events
require you to wear a mask unless eating or drinking.
Once again there will be no in-person sales at the office as we
continue to keep you and our team safe. We are happy to say
that films will be screened in person as well as online this year.
Not all films will be online, and they are noted in the guide.
We were lucky to be able to offer an amazing online-only
discounted pass last Festival. This was due in large part
because filmmakers and distributors were generous with their
works. We did find that streaming costs were shockingly 30%
more than all the rental venues and shipping combined from
the previous year. So, we are having to charge the same price
for in-person and online tickets. Please don’t scream at us too
loudly, we are doing the best we can in these crazy times.

TICKETS
VFF is using a new ticketing system and you will need to create
a new account.
No exchanges. No refunds. Program subject to change.
Visa, Mastercard accepted. GST #883954026RT0001

IN PERSON TICKETS
Two Easy Ways to Buy (please note we are unable to do phone
orders)
1. Advance tickets for in person
Jan. 7 – Feb. 14 at www.victoriafilmfestival.com
2. At the door, 30 minutes before the film start time.
In-person tickets subject to GST.

ONLINE VIEWING TICKETS
One Easy Way to Buy (please note we are unable to do phone
orders)
1. Advance tickets for in person and online
Jan. 7 – Feb. 14 at www.victoriafilmfestival.com
Online tickets subject to PST & GST.
At home streaming requires that your system be:
Minimum requirements:
Roku Generation 3
Apple TV 4th Generation
Windows 7 and above or Mac OS 10.12 and above
Not all films will be online, and they are noted in the foldable
guide with this symbol:

FILM
VFF/The Vic: Film Festival Membership: $2
Film Tickets, online and in-person: $13.33
Gold Pass: Guaranteed in-person seating at regular films: $325

5 Film Vouchers: $62
10 Film Vouchers: $125
Student Rush Ticket: $6 (for ages 19 – 30 with student ID)

SPECIAL EVENTS
Augmented Reality: Free
Augmented Reality Panel: Free
In Conversation with TOM SKERRITT: $39
includes screening of East of the Mountains
Sips n Cinema: $30
Jammies & Toons: $9
Opening Gala Film & Dinner: $79
Opening Gala - Film only - limited tickets: $25
NFB Animation Seminar Free
Posterful: An Art Exhibit: Free

INDUSTRY
SpringBoard 2-day Pass: $139
Admits holder to online Panels on Feb. 5 + One-on-One Pitch
sessions on Feb. 6/7.
SpringBoard 1-day Panel Pass: $99
Student 1-day Panel Pass: $20 (for ages 19 – 30 with student ID)
On Feb 5, a one-day online industry event that takes a deep
dive into the future of Cinema. The day features
forward-thinking panels with Industry leaders from Canada and
the USA.
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FILM FESTIVAL MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
In British Columbia, the government requires that you be a
member of a Society showing unclassified films and you must
be over the age of 18 – that is the law, even if the film has been
given a G rating in other provinces.
The Victoria Film Festival screens unclassified films.
That is why you must have a membership – which costs just $2.
Once you are a member of the Festival Society, you qualify to
see any of the 2022 VFF films and films playing at The Vic
Theatre at 808 Douglas St. until August 1, 2022 www.thevic.ca

FESTIVAL AWARDS
Several of the films that are juried and accepted into the
Festival are selected to receive an award. Watch for an
announcement of the winners on February 14.

THE CATEGORIES PLEASE...
Best Feature Film
Best Canadian Feature
Best Canadian First Feature $1,000 cash prize
Best Documentary
Best Short Animation
Audience Favourite Best Short $500 cash prize
Audience Favourite Feature
Cultural Currents Award $1,000 cash prize

TI CKE T S & P A SS E S

BOX OFFICE

TIC K E TS & PASSE S

TICKETS, PASSES & MEMBER INFO

With your support, VFF will continue bringing unique and inspiring films from
international, Indigenous, and Canadian filmmakers to Vancouver Island.
With your help, The Vic Theatre will be able to continue offering a diverse year-round
program of films ranging from thrillers and dramas to art-house and indies.
As a VFF donor, you will be acknowledged with a shout-out and some cool perks
such as festival sneak peeks, tickets, VIP lounge access, and much more.
Be a part of the VFF donor family and help us contribute to our city’s vibrant local
cultural scene!

CONTRIBUTOR | $50
• Recognition on VFF website & VFF Program Guide
• One-year subscription to the VFF Donors Only!Newsletter
• Early access to the VFF Program Guide
• A charitable tax receipt for $50

AMBASSADOR | $100

V F F S U P E RH E RO
D O NO R M E M BE RS HI PS

DONOR MEMBERSHIPS

YES! I WANT TO BE A

• Enjoy all the benefits of a Contributor Donation, plus enjoy:
• Invitation to the exclusive VFF PreFest Event
• A charitable tax receipt for $100
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• Enjoy all the benefits of a Benefactor Donation, plus enjoy:
A charitable tax receipt for $560
3-month Unlimited Vic Theatre Pass for regular screenings
2 All-Access Passes to the VFF VIP Lounge
20 Festival Film tickets
Invitation to the opening of the Swiss Spotlight with the Swiss Consul in attendance

PLATINUM | $2500
• Enjoy all the benefits of a Benefactor Donation, plus enjoy:
A charitable tax receipt for $1355
1-year Unlimited Vic Theatre Pass for regular screenings
2 All-Access Passes to the VFF VIP Lounge
Invitation to the opening of the Swiss Spotlight with the Swiss Consul in attendance
2 Gold Passes – includes Front of the Line access at regular film screenings
2 Opening Gala event passes

DO N O R M E M BE R SH I PS

GOLD | $1000

Address:
City:
Province:
Postal Code:
Phone:
Email:

DONATION LEVEL

SILVER | $500
• Enjoy all the benefits of a Benefactor Donation, plus enjoy:
• A charitable tax receipt for $210
• 2 All-Access Passes to the VFF VIP Lounge
• 15 Festival Film tickets
• Invitation to the opening of the Swiss Spotlight with the Swiss Consul in attendance

Name:

I give VFF permission to contact me by email

BENEFACTOR | $250
• Enjoy all the benefits of an Ambassador Donation, plus enjoy:
• Two 1-night passes to the VFF’s VIP Lounge
• Presale Privilege! Buy tickets before they go on sale to the public
• A charitable tax receipt for $132
• 10 Festival film tickets

DONOR INFORMATION

Contributor

$50

$50

Ambassador

$100

$100

Benefactor

$250

$132

Silver

$500

Gold
Platinum

$1,000
$2,500

$210
$560
$1,355

receipt for the maximum allowable amount

PAYMENT INFO
I would like to donate by:
Cheque
Telephone
Credit Card #
Name on Card
Expiry

/

CCV

BUZZ+
English Translation

DRUNKEN BIRDS

LES OISEAUX IVRES
Candidat du Canada aux Oscars 2022 du meilleur

séparément dans l'espoir de se retrouver dans un

long métrage international, ce film acclamé réussit

endroit plus sûr. Willy, croyant que Marlena se

ses ambitions dramatiques et fait applaudir à la fois

cache à Montréal, s'enfuit à Québec où il est

les critiques et le public.

embauché comme travailleur saisonnier à la
Ferme Bécotte. Trouvant une communauté dans

Le film est centré sur Willy, un trafiquant de drogue

son amitié avec d'autres ouvriers mexicains, Willy

mexicain de bas niveau qui est devenu l'amant de

intrigue Julie, la femme du propriétaire. La

Marlena, la jeune épouse d'un
homme riche et puissant.
Les amoureux
doivent fuir le
Mexique

situation ne sera pas sans conséquences notamment pour Léa, la fille adolescente des
Bécotte, qui se retrouve exploitée après une fugue
en quête de liberté. Tentant d'aider, Willy est
accusé d'un crime qu'il n'a pas commis dans cette
histoire d'amour, de classe et de rédemption.
— Bryan Skinner

FEV 5 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Exploitation + Romance + Attaque

Directeur: Ivan Grbovic
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 104 min
—
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BUZZ+
English Translation

MI IUBITA MON AMOUR
Après son rôle principal dans Portrait de la jeune
fille en feu, Noémie Merlant prend le fauteuil de
réalisatrice pour son premier long métrage sur une
romance estivale inoubliable entre deux personnes
de mondes apart.
Jouant elle-même le rôle principal, Merlant incarne
une femme nommée Jeanne qui fait un voyage en
Roumanie avec ses amies, un mois avant qu'elle ne
se marie. Lorsque leur voiture est
volée, ils finissent par loger
dans une famille
Roumaine où elle
rencontre Nino,
un jeune
homme

qui tombe amoureux d'elle, interprété par Gimi
Covaci dans son premier rôle dans un long
métrage.
Alors que les filles essaient de tirer le meilleur
parti de ces circonstances imprévues, elles font la
connaissance de la famille de Nino - jouée par les
vrais parents de Covaci - qui partagent des
histoires crues de leurs luttes, tourmentées par un
agent de recouvrement. Pendant tout ce temps,
Nino suit Jeanne, nous montrant les
conversations mineures qui forgent un béguin
estival.
Mi Iubita Mon Amour capture le dynamisme de la
jeunesse avec une chimie et un naturel rare à voir
dans n'importe quel groupe de personnages. Il
comprend que la proximité peut être enivrante,
mais aussi que ces moments sont voués à devenir
des souvenirs, car Jeanne et Nino se rendent
compte qu'ils ne peuvent pas faire grand-chose
l'un pour l'autre. — Ammar Keshodia

FEV 8 |

6:30 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Sensuelle + Juvénille + Mitigé

Directeur: Noémie Merlant
France | 2021 | 95 min
-
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TINGLE
English Translation

THE MONARCH

LA CONTEMPLATION DU MYSTÈRE
Bien qu'il ne franchisse jamais la ligne du glaçant à
l'horreur, les fans de la marque de sensations fortes
psychédéliques d'A24 devraient prendre note de ce
splendide mystère surnaturel québécois du
scénariste/réalisateur Alberic Aurteneche…
Un an après l'accident de chasse suspect de son
père, Éloi (Emmanuel Schwartz) revient au bout de
terre reculé dont il a hérité pour participer à un
étrange hommage rendu par un pavillon
de chasse local dont son père
était membre. Il entend
également affronter
ses

cauchemars récurrents avec une méthode non
conventionnelle impliquant du DMT maison alors
qu'il est seul dans la nature.
Ce plan est compliqué par des rencontres avec un
mystérieux voyageur étranger que les chasseurs
appellent « l'Indien », qui vient chaque saison de
chasse pour traquer un cerf énigmatique connu
sous le nom « le monarque » avec des bois
légendaires (peut-être magiques) convoités.
Alors que le monarque commence à faire
connaître sa présence, de nombreux joueurs
différents de ce jeu révèlent leurs motivations
cachées dans une conclusion hallucinante. Il s'agit
d'un début confiant d'un réalisateur assurément
bien présent dans le cinéma québécois et
canadien. — Bryan Skinner

FEV 4 |

5:30 PM

— ODEON 5 —
Mystère + Légende + Psychédélique

Directeur: Alberic Aurteneche
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 100 min
-
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FIRST
English Translation

BOOTLEGGER
À partir d'un scénario qui lui a valu le prix du
meilleur scénario de la Cinéfondation de Cannes
2017, le premier long métrage de la réalisatrice
Caroline Monnet, Bootlegger, présente une histoire
explorant un point de friction au sein d'une
communauté algonquine.
Mani (Devery Jacobs), étudiante à la maîtrise,
retourne dans sa communauté
reculée du nord du Québec,
où son passé
douloureux refait
surface.

Résolue à réintégrer l'endroit où elle a grandi, Mani
se retrouve mêlée au débat autour d'un
référendum qui pourrait permettre la vente
gratuite d'alcool dans la communauté. Sa position
la met en porte-à-faux avec la contrebandière
Laura (Pascale Bussières), qui bénéficie de la
protection du conseil de bande et du partenaire
de Laura Raymond (Jacques Newashish).
Raymond tient Mani responsable de la mort de sa
fille dans un incendie. Des visions radicalement
différentes de l'indépendance divisent la
communauté en deux parties qui se font face pour
déterminer le meilleur chemin vers cette
indépendance.
— Bryan Skinner

FEV 6 |

4:15 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Retrouvailles + Communauté + Drame

Directeur: Carolinne Monnet
Canada - Québec | 2021 | 81 min
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PULSE
English Translation

BEASTS

LA TERRE DES HOMMES
Associant intelligemment la réalité changeante de
l'agriculture en Europe à la conversation contemporaine
sur les abus sur le lieu de travail, La terre des hommes
raconte l'histoire de Constance, une jeune femme qui
espère sauver la ferme familiale de la faillite.
Avec l'aide de son fiancé, elle élabore un plan d'affaires
pour reprendre l'exploitation en faisant confiance à
Sylvain, un membre influent du conseil agricole
local pour l'aider à le faire
approuver. Cependant, le
désir de Sylvain pour
Constance
devient vite
apparent

et il profite bientôt d'elle dans une situation
désespérée.
La terre des hommes ne cède jamais au mélodrame et
reconnaît astucieusement que l'agression sexuelle est
souvent perpétrée comme un désir de pouvoir et de
contrôle. Parallèlement à la lutte politique qui se
déroule au sein du syndicat des agriculteurs, cet aperçu
révèle des vérités plus sombres sur pourquoi et
comment cette influence est si souvent utilisée à
mauvais escient, que ce soit à l'échelle industrielle ou
en tête-à-tête, seul avec quelqu'un dans une pièce.
La performance principale de Diane Rouxel est
savamment calibrée pour les angoisses de chaque
scène, capturant discrètement la façon dont la
culpabilité peut se frayer un chemin dans la
psychologie d'une survivante d'agression sexuelle.
Alors que la menace de perdre leur ferme ne fait que
grandir, Constance se rend compte qu'elle doit
déplacer ses propres pions en place pour s'affirmer au
sein de la communauté et regagner le pouvoir et la
confiance qui lui ont été volés.

FEV 6 |

1:00 PM

— CAPITOL 6 —
Politique + Astucieux + Révélateur

Directeur: Naël Marandin
France | 2020 | 96 min
-
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PULSE
English Translation

French Translation

THE YOUNG LOVERS

LES JEUNES AMANT
Lorsque Shauna rencontre pour la première
fois un jeune médecin nommé Pierre, elle
partage un moment vulnérable avec lui alors
qu'il s'occupe de son ami mourant. 15 ans plus
tard, il a la quarantaine, une femme et deux
enfants quand il la croise à nouveau. Shauna,
aujourd'hui âgée de 70 ans, mène une vie
calme à la retraite d'une riche carrière
d'architecte. Alors qu'ils partagent une soirée
inattendue ensemble, Pierre est
rapidement séduit par son
élégance et les deux
commencent une
liaison
amoureuse.

Interprétée par Fanny Ardant, l'une des
actrices françaises les plus admirées, Shauna
commence à revivre des sentiments et des
sensations qu'elle croyait délaissées par son
âge. Elle ne peut s'empêcher de regarder
avec amour Pierre et son charisme juvénile,
ce qui ne fait que la rendre plus consciente
du fossé qui les sépare. Lorsque les facultés
de Shauna commencent à faillir, elle repousse
Pierre, le suppliant de ne pas bouleverser sa
vie pour une femme sans avenir.
Gracieusement réalisé par Carine Tardieu, Les
Jeunes Amants interrogent les stéréotypes
romantiques tout en ouvrant une nouvelle
perspective féminine sur l'intimité dans la
vieillesse. Non seulement il présente un récit
avec un rôle unique pour une femme plus
âgée, mais il reconnaît qu'en matière
d'amour, tant que vous êtes en vie, l'histoire
n'est pas terminée. — Ammar Keshodia

FEV 4 |

9:30 PM

— THE VIC THEATRE —
Gracieuse + Unique + Fougeux

Directeur: Carine Tardieu
France, Belgium | 2021 | 112 min
-
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SEE YOU NEXT YEAR

